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Police raid local bars
Nick}s} Wildcat face charges
·.vere raided. He said that the
without a valid ID and .:1 nother
By Mary Tamer
door was blocked by a poiice
Legal aged Students iii Dur- student_,] anice Emanuel, 20, was
ham could lose the opportunity charged with attempting to gain · officer so no one could get out.
"I saw two people being taken
to drink at The Wildcat and unlawful entry. ·
outside and put in a police car.
A 19 year old UNH student
Nick's if the establishments are
They looked handcuffed. One
temporarily .closed down be- who wished to remain anonymgirl inside told them she was
cause of three t1;nderage drinkers ous said she had been drinking
arrested there last Friday night. · at Nick's at the time of the raid. · just eating pizza and they. still
asked her for ID twice. They
She and another friend had
liquor
Hampshire
- The . New
. \..
.
.
.
been friendlier, but
could-have
were
and
IDs
fake
with
in
gotten
comm1ss10ner, 1n conJunct10n
I guess they're cops, what do you
with the Durham Police Depart- nervous when they ·saw · the
,
expect?" he said. ·
ment, raided Benjamin's, The police officers enter.
Durham Police Captain Mi''. We were standing at the far
Tin Palace, Nick's and The
chael Golding said he couldn'.t
Wildcat in a routine check for end when they turned all the
underage drinkers. Both Nicks lights on and started checking comment on what would
happen tQ Nick's or The Wildand the Wildcat were found iri everyone's ID. I have a fake ID,
cat, b'Qt that "whatever occurs
violation and will face adminis- but there was really no way he
trative action by the liquor would have known. My friend · will be the result of what the
liquor commissioner advises."
had a rotally fake ID with tape
commissioner.
"When the commissioner
(the
he
believe
can't
I
it;
over
all
spokespolice
a
to
According
man, two representatives from liquor commissioner)· didn't grants a ·liquor licence, it rethe liquor commission and two notice it. Some people got om quires certain poli'cies to be
Durham Police officers entered before they blocked the doors . upheld. Our interest was to
Nick's at 11 p.m. Friday. 'T he so not everyone without an ID check all the establishments to
entrances were reportedly got caught. After it was over, see if anyone was underage,"
he said.
sealed off and all patrons were my friends and I left," she said.
Both Nick's and The Wildcat
the
in
was
21,
Katz,
Peter
carded. One UNH student was
t::i ken i'm o custody for drinking .Wildcat around11:30 when rh_ey declined to make a comment .

The rf gistrar and residents
(Sherrie Flickpho.to)
,

for Stoke floors

improve
'

.the library
By Chris Paulson
Next week, students who do
not have ID's with the new bar
codes will go to in Stillings
Dining Hall to pick up a new
. indentification card. The change
is part of the University's effort
to expand the uses ,of these ·
cards.
The b;r codes, which look
exactly like the ones now being
put onto the books at the library,
will make the new student IDs
corripatible with an automated
sign-out system being installed
in the library this spring, said
librarian Barbara Lerer.
The UNH library ;';long with
six other libraries, including the
library at Oyster River High
School, will be linked together
by com purer, said Lerch. The
idea to turn to computers started
in the State Library and is part
of a state wide plan, said Lerch.
"Th~ program is primarily
funded by the government," said
Lerch, but the U niversiry· paid ·
for the renovations and the air ·
conditioning in the r:oom the
~ain computer will be housed
m.
1

-INSIDE·
)

· The old blue i.d.s are being replaced with white ones. (Peter
Tamposi photo)
The card catalogue will reThe computer will allow staff
members to quickly serve stu- main in the library, said Lerch.
dents, said Lerch. A pen light All the books from 1972 up·until.
will be run over the bar code in the present have the new bar
the book, and then the bar .code codes, but not all the books
on the student's ID, and then . before then have the new bar
the sign out process is complete, codes, said Lerch.
"The change in student IDs
said Lerch. ·
The computer will also allow will not affect dining hall adstaff members to give students missions at all," said Ingeborg
information about the state of Lock, Director of Dining.
"I hope the change comes
.the book, said Lerch.
" (It can determine) whether soon, because so many patrons
the ho.bk is checked out, lost, are asking when we are going
to ·computers," said Kevin
or being mended," said Lerch.
· "In the future there will be Gagne, student assistant at the
ten new terminals in the card library.
Students can get new ID's
catalogue room, on which students can search for a book with Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
les.s information," said Lerch. from 8 a.m. to noon, and on
"Say if a student did not know Tuesday and Thursday from
the title or author, but knew a 12:30 pm to 2 p.m. in room 20
of Sr-illin 's Hall.
ke word."
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ID cards

w:ill be sharing Stoke next year:. _

1

site for the off ices in order to
By Pamela DeKoniqg
provide a central location for
N~xt semester, 71 residents
the main offices students deal
-will be displaced in $toke Hall
with: the registrar, financial aid,
when the Registrar and Housand housing, according to Owen.
ing offices move· to the long
Stoke was also chosen in order
wings of the first and second
to provide a smaller community
floors.
for .the .students who will conAccording to Residential Life
tinue to live in the bu"ilding.
Director Carol ·B isch.o ff, the
Stoke houses 650-700 people
final ,decision to use Stoke Hall
..
a semester.
for offices in response to a
Chesney said that Stoke has
· "desperate need" for office space
on campus was made by Pres-- been unfortunate in its many ,
celebrated incidents. He said
ident Gordon Haaland and his
the large number of student~
staff.
centralized in this location
Haaland wa,s unavailable for
largely contributes to the probcomment.
. Residential Life will respond . lems within the dorm .
. A Housing committee set up
to the displacement by giving ·
residents of these floors special · last Novembe,r is currently
working on finding sites for new
consider.µion in room draw>this
housing, according to Owen. He
spring, according to Residential
Life Associate Djrecror Scott expects new housing to be
operational by the fall of 1989.
Chesney.
Owen said he doesn't expect
He said that the displacement
will effect many students. In any problems .with mixing reresponse to this additional sidefltial and administrative
pressure in the housing crunch, spa(e. He cited the success of
more students will be housed placing Financial Aid in Stoke's ·
in triples and more juniors and basement as an indication of
seniors will be lotteried out of upcoming success in this program.
campus housing.
A c.o st estimate is not yet
Director of Student Planning,
Charlie Owen, cited an expected available for the project, accord- ·
drop in enrollment by about 75- ing to Owen. He said that once
100 students as a factor · in the the registrar is moved from its
trailer UNH will save $27,000
housing process as well.
Renovations for the changes a year in rental costs.
He said the renovations will
will take place this summer,
be reasonable, a~d said that no
according to Owen.
"The ·r enovations will take overwhelming changes are ·neplace this summer and they ( the c~ssary.
offices) will be operation'al in · "It shouldn't-be tremendously
expensive. There won't be many,
the fall;" said Owen.
Stoke Hall was chosen as the renovations," he said.

·************************~***********
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Struggle begins for student · _h ollsing in the -UAC
By Ellen Dwyer
The UNH Undergraduate
Sophomores have the weig~1t Apartment Complex (UAC)
of the world on their shoulders announced that on February 1st
come Februart It's not enough · at 8 am they would be distributthat they've had to fight tooth ing applications for housing for
and nail for decent class sche- the 1988-1989 acad~mic year.
Students who thought they
dules. Now there's the question
on all of their minds of where were ahead of the game arriving
to live for their last two yea~s at the UAC at 7:30 a.m. found
themselves at the end ·o f line
at UNH:
· The Student Haridbook states that had begun .forming around
.
·
· that "on campus housing is 6 a.m.. .
According to UAC Assistant .
guaranteed for two years to
incoming freshmen if they meet Property Manager Michael Saputo, 5.33 students showed up
all established deadlines."
What this means is that · on Tuesday to apply. Last year
sophomores residing at UNH more than 700 applied, hµt over
are in a gambling situatioµ in a three week period, he said.
February. They have th_ree op- Neither Saputo nor Property
Manager John Whitaker can
tions:
They can hope that the lottery . identify a cause for the increased
·
"---, will favor them so they can turnout this year.
The U AC houses 400 students
remain residents of a dormitory.
They c~n join a fraternity or -in 100 U niversity-ow.ned apartsorority that promises to house ments which are located at 60
them beginning in the fall. Or Strafford A venue, behind .the
they ·can seek out a privately Elliot Alumni Center. Its popowned apartment as dose to ularity stems from its many
conveniences. ·
~ampus as possible." _
For a fee slightly greater than
Smart sophomores realize
that sitting back now and count- most apartments outside of
ing on the luck of the draw for ·Durham, the UAC provides all
housing can make for a tearful, · utilities and is fully furnished.
not cheerful, spring semester. . But its foremost convebience
So the extra effort in February is its proximity to_ the ca~p~s.
means not being _left out in the
The UAC has been <l;eluged with appli,c ations as t e apartment hunting season begins. (Sherrie,
HOUSING, page 9_
cold come September.
Flick.P~?to_)
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· NEWS IN. BRIEF
eryl
Robertso.n places sur-.. Pennsylvanians);ploP . Can l see the Cll_
I
d.
.
.
prising secon in owa; pollution. in proximity Tiegs ·collection ... and
a Cheddar Melt? ·Gephardt top Demo- · of Port-au-Prince
-crat In a venture that woµld link the world's largest ·
. J\. cargo ship chartered in the United States has
1

..,

In Iowa yesterday, Rev. Pat Robertson surprised
·many pollsters by beating out Vice Presiden~ George ·
Bush for second place in the Republican caucuses,
while Rep. Richard Gephardt squeezed by Sen. Paul
-Simon for a narrow victory on the Democratic side.
With 97 % of the Republican precincts reporting,
Sen. Robert Dole emerged as· the clear winner,
grabbing 37% of the vote. However, the big story
was Pat Robertson. Polls the night before the caucus
sho_w ed him up to five percentage points behind
· Bush. But with the zealous support of his "invisible
army", Robertson managed to garner 25 % of .the
vote, _s urpassing Bush's total of 19%. Rep. Jack
· Kemp was the only other Republican in double
· figures, with 11 %.
The race was much closer on the Democratic side.
With 73% of the precincts reporting, Gephardt
emerged as the projected winner, with 27% of the
vote. Simon was a very close second, with 25 % ,
.while Gov. Michael Dukakis came in third with
"-'.21%.-Rev. Jesse Jac.kson c;1.nd former Gov. Bruce
Babbitt ;~ ~te the only other Democrats to beat the
formidable -'uncommitted'.
. In a strong'. showing, Lyndon LaRouche recieved
0% of the .vote.

Big. · e lephants go

nuts

Wild elephants .;ent on a ramp~ge in southern
Nepal, killing two p~op~e, tramplrng hor:nes and
destroying food supplies, 1t was report~d this :Veek.
Three elephants emerged from the Jungle m ~he
evening hours during the .past three day~, accordmg
·. .
to RSS, Nepal's,national news agency. .
Two villagers were attacked ar_id killed ~y the ·
beasts, which also destroyed gram stores rn the
area, the agency reported._

retailer_with the world's larg~st fast-food chain,
Sears, .Roebuck an<l Co. is negotiating a deal to put
McDonald's restaurants in Sears stores, a report
said this week.
Although the number of restaurants and the
, specific Sears stores have nor been determined, a
final pact between the two companies is near~ Crain's
'
. .
Chicago ~usiness reported.

-d umped about 4,000 tons of garbage from Phila- ·
delphia on a Haitian beach, according to Haitian
_
Government officials.
. The officials said that the Khian Sea, a freighter
chartered by a company in Philadelphia, had dumped
. Philadelphia city waste, near the port pf Gonaives
every day over the past few weeks.
Witnesses from the Gonaives area confirmed
the report a·nd said the waste was mostly ashes,
with some broken bottles and used canisters.
·Jn Bhiladelphia, where residents have brought
suit against the city to comp~! it to remove tho1,1sands
of tons of ash -that have piled up near two of'the
city's main waste incinerators, a city official said
that a subcontractor, not the city, was responsible.

I said ... 1'11 be.· the one
to blow out the can·d lesr

Bush learned to swear
in the Navy

A man in Hot Springs, Ark., killed t1hree people,
including his . father, at a family anniversary
celebration before mortally wounding himself, the
_police said this week.
They said Thomas Schrader, ?3 years old, shot
_ his father, William .Schradei;, 66; his older brother,
Steven Schrader, 38; and his own companion, Celine
Catalan, before shooting himself Saturday as the
family was celebrating his parents' 39th wedding
annive,rsary and his daughter's 14th birthday. No
a.ge was available for Ms. Catalan.
"We had had dinner and birthday cake, and I was
clearing off the table when I heard what sounded
like firecrackers," Betty Schrader, the brother'·s
mother·, told The Hot Springs Sentinel~Record.

· George Bush, asked about his use of profanity.,
says he thinks it "goes back to my Navy days."
The vice president was being interviewed on
ABC-TV's "This Week With David. Brinkley."
Correspondent Sam Donaldson questioned him
about instances in which he had used vulgar terms
in connection wiht Democratic opponent Geraldine
Ferraro in 1984, and about CBS correspondent Lesley
Stahl and CBS anchor Dan Rather after Bush's Jan.
.
25 on-air clash with Rather.
"Sam, please," said bush as Donaldson repeated
-the obscenities he had used. {Bush had reportedly
said of ".Rather, "The bastard didn'.t lay a glove on
me ... That guy makes Lesley Stahl look like a pussy.")
Donaldson asked Bush, "Now, why do you do
these things? And do you think people, ought to
.
· ·
judge you by these things?''
"I think it goes back to my Navy-days," said Bush.
";Every once in a while, like you, I g~tfired up about
, .
i •
.
something."
"And I have always competed io athletics.t • he
· ,, :
added.
1

.

Thomas Schrader was taken to a local hospital,
where he died Sunday.
· Grace Mooney, a neighbor of William Schrader,
said she had nmiced a change in Thomas Schrader' s
.
behavior about 18 months ago. .
"There's been something wrong with Tommy
for' a while,' Ms. Mooney said." 'He star.red staying
in his front bedroom with the drapes closed at the
time. He never came out."
.,

,
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SHARPP reports
on sexual asSualts
By Braelyiui ·Murphy
A report on criminal sexual
incidents at UNH during th e
.fall semester, compiled by the
U niv~-rsity's Sexual Haf?-5Sment and Rape Prevw r10n
Program (SHARPP), siiows
that most rapes committed on
campus are not being r'eported,
· and those who do report a -rape;
do not press charges.
'
Concern from the Durham
U niversity community over last
spring's sexual as_saplt, and the
des.ire for more information on
that and related incidences,
incited SHARPP coordinator
Maggie Morrison to collect the .
statistics on the sexual crimes
from a variety of sources including different campus offices and the police department.
According to Morrison, between Aug. 1 and Dec. 31,'.c UNH
students, faculty, arid staff re- .
ported they were victims of five
aquaintance rapes (no criminal
charges filed), one sexual assault
(under ipvestigation), 16 obsSome Prime brands of condom~, may not be holding up under pressure. (Sherrie Flick photo)
cene phone calls ( according ro
UNH Police Chief Roger Beaudoin, no further investigation
is possible at this time), three
indecent exposures (arrests
Wells also said_that Health made in two cases, on.e still
By Curtis G_raves
_ Patterson said the safety of
Doctor Peru H . Patterson, UNH students was not being Services has ordered another under investigation), seven
Director of UNH Health Ser- compromised by the purchasing brand of._condoms, and that incidents of peeping Toms or
vices, said he is investigating of condoms that are less than other condom-manufacturing upidentifiedmenenteringwomcompanies are being researched en's living quarters or barumors that have been cirrnlar-· state-of-the-art.
·
ing around ·the UNH campus
"That's like saying you can "to find the best product they throoms (one arrest, six cases
unresolved), three incidents of
1
• lately that some of the condoms
only drive a BMW, but even the can offer to students."
Wells emphasized that this sexual harassment (resolved
distributed by UNH Health best cars break down," Patterson
situation ," is not Health Servi- informally by the parties )riServices h_aye been defective and _ _sajd.
.
.
have .broke\n.duri_ng use. '• ' _ ;. ,;: Patter's on daborated'·6n his ces' fault," -and ·that, "at worst · valved. without filing criminal ·
._ _
~
; In total, five sepatate ind- analogy, expJaining ,t hat "a:ny shows people ,t,h~t they shoµld ,charges).
Three incidents of male physdences of condoms found to be condom will break if you don't perhaps use a supportive barrier
defective during use have been use it right." Patterson wer:it m~thod of contraception along . ical assault on females w<;re also ·
brought to the attention of the . on to e~plain that "it's very easy with condoms to guard against reported by campus police during the semester, said Morrison.
Student Senate and UNH to hear from someone on the AIDS."
"We're trying to create awareCompared to a national S\lr. Health Services in the form of corner that a condom is defecrumors, all unconfirmed, said -rive. What you don'_t hear, ness of the. AIDS issue," Wells vey published by MS. Magazine,
Patterson. .
·
however, is how the condom continued, "and encourage peo- which claims tq~t one in eight
_ "I h~ve not talked to a single was used. If you fill a condom . ple (if sexually active) to use college women is raped, the
person who has experienced a with water and drop it out of barrier methods of contracep- UNH statistics are very low,
according to Morrison. !'Since
defective condom. We haven't Stoke Hall, it's going to break." tion."
Patterson also emphasized incidents of tape and sexual
had any official complaints,"
Patterson also explained that
Patterson said.
UNH Health Services has not that the best way to battle AIDS assault are among the least
"However," he continuea, "I taken the situation lightly. "We is through awareness and ed- re orted crimes this re ort
don't doubt that _some have stopped selling Prime condoms ucation. "We need to make sure
broken. Condoms have had as soon as we heard the rumor," that AIDS gets all the media
about a four percent failure rate Patter_soq said, "and we sent coverage we can give it," Patdti'r'in'g their history. But hsually samples back ro· the company terson declared.
Senior English Major Bill
when you get a defective pro- to be tested."
duct, you bring it back to where
Monica Wells, Chairperson Schreiber commented on the
you got it, and nobody has come of Health and Human Services rumors about defective conto us with a complaint," Pat- of theStudentSenate,confirmed doms.
"I can't understand what all
terson emphasized.
what Patterson said.
·The condorns Health Services
"The reason Health Services the hype is about defective
purchase6 carry rhe brand name stopped selling the safe sex kits condoms," Schreiber said. "The
Prime. Prime condoms are not recently was because a few ones from Health Services must
as expensive as some better students complained and it may' be_as good as any others. Con~nown brand names, such as be that we received a 'bad batch' doms bought at a drugstore
·
Trojan.
of Prime condoms," Wells said. could break just as easily."

Condom rumor .researched

j

should be considered an indi- ,
caror rathe r than a definitive
reflection of the actual number
of sexual offens.es in·volving·
UNH women,", she said.
· ·
In publishing this report,
Morrison hopes to increase the
public's awareness of these
incidents; which will in turn ·
"encourage women to come_
· forward and report crimes they'
were once made to feel responsible for."
Most women still believe that
they are the ca~se or instigator
of these crimes. "Even if they
don't feel that way, and they
decide to report the crime, the
public feels tnat way," said
Morrison.
"As awareness of what is
considered unacceptable behavior grows and is reinforced, one
can hope it will lead .to an
e_v entual and permanent down
turn in the number of sexual
crimes at UNH/' said Morrison.
Despite the increasingly publicized sexual assaults on campus, including one last week on
a 19-year-old UNH student,
Morrison said she does not
believe that women are reporting the incidences at any higher
rare than in previous years:
Whether -more sexual crimes
are being committed or not, is
impossible to tell because of the
low reporting rate. What seems
like a rash of crimes here on
campus may not . be an actual
rncrease rn the number ot
crimes, but rather an increase
, in the public's awa'reness of
t!'iem, she explained.
- ' 'Mo rtison liypoth_e sizes that
eventually rhe spiral of sexual
crimes on., campus will wind
down instead of up. But she
admits that, "We have -a long
ways to go." ·

rs:
L
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.Dole prepares for UNH visit
· By Duncan McEachern
·pub\ic.
With the New Hampshire
Dole is a_career poli'tician
primary just a week away, · having served four terms in the
Senator Robert Dole, candidate U.S . Congress and as U.S. Sefor the Republican Presidential nator for the past twenty years.
nomination, will be Speaking The last four have been as the
at the Memorial Union Building Senate GOP leader. Dole has
on Thursday, February 11 at also served as chairman of the
12:3~ pm. Dole is one of many Senate Finance Committee.
candidates and speakers partic:According to recent poles,
ipating in the "Year of the Dole leads Vice President Bush
Presidency" ·p rogram sponsored in Iowa and is expected to win
by tp.e Office for Academic there: Dole's popularity in Iowa
Affairs and the Center for Policy is attributed to his ties to the
Research.
Mid-West region and it's farm'
A student panel will question economy. With the New Hamp- ·
the Kansas Senator after his shire primary just a week away,
remarks. Questions will also be Dole is still an underdog to the
taken from the audience. The vice president in the polls.
event is free and open to the
Experts believe that it will

be difficult for Dole to close that
gap unless he can capitalize on
the expected momentum that
,will come with an Iowa victory.
The two elections in Iowa and
New Hampshire are important
b~cause they serve as the begin-, ·
nrng of a process for narrow,ipg ,
the Presidential field.
Dole has outlined r·he programs that he says he would
implement as President to combat the problems facing the
co_u:ntry. During his first year
in office, Dole would enact a
spending freeze to reduce the
staggering budget deficit. Dole's
feeling is that the spending,
DOLE, page 3

fu ture bruising Bruin warms up on tp e ice. But for no
om is there to catch hime if he falls . (Adam Fuller hoto)
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ON . THE SPOT
Why are you .atte11dil1g college? ·

"To learn more about
people and myself."
Amme Vinsel
Senior
Art

''I've asked myselfthat very
question hundreds of
times."
Brett Hartman
Freshman
'Undeclared LA

"Well, I wanted the college
challenge: to borrow as
much money as posseble
and to pay it bac_k over the
longest·period. And in the
meantime to learn about
stuff."
Steve Finn
Senior
Philosophy

"I want to make something
out of my life. I have a life,
I want to use it for something important."
Falguni Shah
Junior
Electrical Engineering

\
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Police search for suspect
By Braelynn Niur?hY
Durnam fo1ice nave rece1vea
a considerable amount of leads
in the case of the 19-y·ear-old
woman who reported last week
that· she was the victim of an
attempted sexual assault.
A composite sketch of the
attacker and a description of his
vehicle were distributed throughout the UNH campus and to
local papers, said Captain Michael Golding of Durham Police.
He said that they have received between 25-30 phone
calls from people who have
either seen a blue pickup truck
Vt'.hich fits the police's description or a man resembling the
..J

one in rhe composite.
woman was .attacked after her
<;=aprain Go10ing said rhar the car broke down and she accepted ·
·police are 'busy following up on a ride to a local servtee station.
the leads, "eliminating insig- The suspect allegedly drove her
nificant ones and tying signif- to a nearby side street instead,
icant ones together."
where the attempted assault
Police have a full time inves- took place, police sai!i. ' .
.
tigator working on the case and
The woman struck the man
have taken many trips to Maine in the eyes with a set of 'keys,
following some of the leads, said after which the suspect fled, said
Golding.
. police.
Golding said that the police
The vehicle was reported to
have not totally ruled out a be a dark blue pickup truck with
connection between this inci- new Maine plates - which sport
'dent and a sexual assualt on a a lobster. The description of the
jogger last November. But, he attacker is a white male, 25-30
add~d, "the similarities are not years old, six feet tall, medium
strong."
. weight and build, and a mustIn last week's assault, the ache.

TUES'DAY, FEBRUARY 9
YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY - New Alliance Party
Presidential candidate, Dr. Lenora ·Fulani, will speak on "The
Nature of the Presidency." Straffo,rd Room, MUB, 12:30
p.m. (Rescheduled from 2/4)
SPANISH FILM - "LaMurall." Room 303, James 4-6 p.m.,
$1. Additional show: Room 110, Murkland, 7-9 p.m., $1.
. ·
MEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Boston University. Field House,
7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
SHOW - How's Your Love Life/ A3-screened, mulit-image,
fast-paced show (sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ) ·
that carries a hard-hitting message and dramatic examinati?n
of the need we all have for love, communicated through lyncs
of contemporary music. Granite State Room, MUB~ 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 7 p.m.

Board punishes protestor,s
By Pamela DeKoning
The n:~1e ;,rotes;:0.:-s ~.:-:.:-cs,e..;.
in the anti-CIA demonstration
last November went before a
Judicial Board hearing last Tuesday and were issued .letters of
censure.
The nine pleaded no contest
to the charges of criminal ~res. passing, according to defendant
Kristy Markey. She said the
board recognized the plea as
guilty.
She added that the defendants
considered the proceeding a joke
and didn't recognize the judicial
boards actions.
According to Dean William
Kidder, the letter of censure is
a minor penalty. He said it
differs from a Dean's warning
in that it can be brought up again
if future charges of the same
%¥

BABCOCK HALL - is sponsoring a "Mock" debate among
student supporters or. presidential candidates at 8:00 p.m.
in the main lounge of Babcock.
,

nature are made.
lies with New ;iampshire state
Mari(ey said rhat at the hear- law on affirmative action.
ing, the defendants made a·n
He said the state has no policy
attempt to further explain their ( on sexual discrimination based
actions in sitting in the doorway bn orient~tion. He added that
of Dean Sanborn's office.
the CIA would sign such a
While Markey said the pto- disclosure.
test stemmed from a disagreeAccording to Holmes, the
ment with CIA policies, she CIA will hire homosexuals, but
called the hearing a farse be- only if they are "out 9f the
cause the Career Planning Board closet." He said this policy was
is in violation of the student in order to prevent blackmail.
handbook shouldn't be consi- He added that the CIA will not
dered part of the University.
hire any promiscuous person,
She said that a release form straight or homosexual for the
that recruiters who visit the same reasons.
Career Planning and Plac_e ment
Professor David Howell, who
sign does not include the dis- oversaw the hearing declined
tinction of sexual orientation comment, citing the right to
in its list of non-discriminants.
privacy of the defendants. He
David Holmes, Di~ector of said that the information reCareer Planning and Placement quested was "not for public
said that his.organization comp- information."

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

'

'

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES - "Central
America Update:El Salvador and Nicaragua,'~ Mary Ellen
Foey, Sisters of Mercy and Oscar Chacon, New England
Coordinator of Going Home (for Salvadoran refugees) MUB,
12:30 - 2 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIM - "Assessment of Stream
Acidification in the Catskifl Mountains, NY," Mr. Peter
Murdoch, US Geological Survey, Albany, NY. Room 119,
J a·mes Hall; 4 p.m.
WRITERS SERIES Library, 4 p.m.

MUSO FILM - "Harold and Maude." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
SHOW - How's Your Love Life/ A3-screend, multi-image; ·
fast-paced show (sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ).
Granite State Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
UNHJAZZ BAND AND THE NH GENTLEMEN - "Gents
and Jazz'', Johnson thea~er, Paul _Arts, 8 p.m. Tickets available
at door ana the MlJB Ticket Office. 862-2290.
·.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12

. NOW through FEBRUARY 15
WITH A UNHID

ERNESS
RAILS

Derek Walcott, poetry. Forum Room,

AMERICAN STUDIES FILM SERIES - "Birth of a Nation."
...by D.W. Griffith. Room 110, Murkland, 6-9 p.m., free.

10% OFF
ALL
SKI OPTICS
SUNGLASSES
IN STOCK

_,,.r->

U

YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY ·-Republican Presidential
Candidate, Senator Bob Dole (R-K,rnsas) w~ll speak on
"The N atur~ of the Presidency." Granite State Room, MUB,
12:30 p.m.

%%%%%%%%%%%#%% %%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%#%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%$

SHAl)ES
OF
WfNTER ·.

vs. Vermont. Field House,
·

EUROPEAN INTERNATIONAL CAFE - Experience
European culture and enjoy a world of good company. Main
Lounge, Smith Hall, 3-5 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "New Human
Retroviruses in West Africa: New AIDS Epidemic?''. Richard
Marlink, Harvard School of Public Healtn. Alumni .Center,
4p.m.
·

CAN YOU FIND US??

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB . .
(Observe ·deadlines on proper forms)
.
'- - - ~ - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- --,------ --___.

· ·1·

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial
Union lfoilding, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. BusiQess Ofice hours: MondayFriday 10am-3pm. Academic year suliscription: $24.00. Third class postage
·paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.
The New Hamp_shire w,ill in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisme'nt_in which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
:per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddefqrd. Maine.

New Hampshire ·

· ·

P~!!J~K5 ·
. T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes •Baseball Caps
~ Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty ·Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319
Autun_Jn_ Pond Park, Rt. 101 Greenland, r'-l .H.
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ACADEMIC
CHEMISTRY INSTRUCTIONA L ASSISTANCE
OFFICE: A special tutoring service for general
chemistry courses located in Room G 112 of Parsons
Hall, staffed by chemistry graduate teaching
assistants tutoring students ih chemistry 403, 404,
and 405 . Instructional materials will ht> avaih1hle.
Hours: Monda:y-Thursday, 1-2 p .m: and 5-7 _p.m.;
Fridays., 1-2 ·p.m. and Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:30
- 9:30 a.m.
CAREER
The following are sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement: ~
CAMPUS SPEAKER- MR.JACK FALVEY: Mr.
Falvey, author and lecturer will speak on the
"Business of Getting Jobs.'1 Thursday, February
11, Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m., all are welcome.
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP: Make .the most
of your interviews·! Learn tips arid techniques for
strong interviewing. Wednesday, February 10,
Forum Room, Library, 7-8 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Not sure
where your career is headed? Sma-Il group workshops
are designed to help you assess your skills, interests .
and values. Monday, February 8 or Tuesday, February
16, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Signup basis only _in Room 203, Huddl.~ston.
MANDAtOI~.Y SENIOR ORIENTATION :_Last
one of the year! Seniors who want to interview
on campus and/ or establish a credentials file must
attend a senior orientation. Tuesday, February 9, '
Forum Room, Library, 4-6 p.m.
GENERAL
PROTESTANT;-F ELLOWSHIP STUDIES: Sponsored by United Campus Ministry. Bible study on
the Minor Prophets leading to a look at contemporary prophets. Wednesdays, Waysmeet, 15 Mill
Road, 7-8 p.m. ·VALENTINE CANDY GRAM SALE: Sponsored
by McLaughlin Hall. Candy grams will be delivered
on Thursday, February 11 to all dorms, the UAC,
fraternities and sororities. Place or_d ers for cafldy
grams at 50 cents each, February 8-l0 tin StilFfigs
- :r
Dining Hall dur!ng lunch and dinner.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP OPEN HOOSE AND
MEETING: Open house to introduce potential
new members to the Coop. From 6 to 7 p.m., all
food will be available to non-members at member
prices . Meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday, February
10, Rec. Room, Hubbard Ball.
P.A.U.S.E. : Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student
Cente r. Parents a.t UNH Supporting Each Other
is an informal discussion group for parents
(students, staff, faculty.) Bring you ideas, concerns
and kids, if you wish. Wednesday, february 10, NonTraditiona l Student'Center, Pettee House, 9~ 10
a.m. Call 862-3647 if interested but unable to attend.
OVE~. 50 BAG _LUNCH : Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Center. Relax with other older
studen ts over lunch and sha-re your experiences·:
and in sigh ts. Bring lunch, beverages avai lable.
T hursday, February 11, Non-Traditional Student '
C~nter, Pettee House, 12:30-2 p .m .

UNH OBSERVATORY : The observatory>located
in the field west of the Field House will be open ·
every other Friday night from 8 to 10 p.m . on
February 12, 26 and March 1 t 25. The building
is not heated and can accommodate only a few
persons at a time. Visitors should 'dress warmly ·
and if it is cl,ou'dy, the observatory will not open.
It is open to t:he public, free of charge. Information:
Physics Dept., 862-1950.
PIZZA LUNCH:Join other ·n on-traditional students
on Fridays for pizza at $1 per slice (beverages
available) .at the Nontraditional Student Center,
Petree House, no.on co 2 p.m.
WQMEN'S COMMISSION AW ARD: Nominations
are requested for the Fourth Annual Women's
Commission Award to honor a ·person who has
contributed significantly to adyancing the_status
of women at UNH. This award has been established
to encourage further efforts in promoting equity
fo1; women in the UNH community. The award
will.--be presented during Women's ffistory Program,
March 2. Send nominations of student, faculty,
or staff members to UNH President's Commission
on the Status of Worn-en, Batcheller House by
February 22. Information: Women's Commission,
-'862-1058.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
(OPEN): For individuals concerned about their
drinking or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wedpesdays and .Thursdays, Health Service Center,
noon to 1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETINGS: For individuals who have been affected by
their parents drinking. Thursdays, Health Service
_
Center, 1-2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM, EN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, Health Service Cenytet, noon ·
to 1 ·p.m.
EXERCISE, HEALTH & DISEASE: A presentation
on the role of exercise in health and prevention
· of disease. Tuesday, february 9, Health Services,
,
~
";_.,.,
7 p.m.
•
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SMOKE~ STOP CLINIC:- A clinic for individualswho would like to quit smoking. S1,11:iday, February
14 and taesday, February 16, Conference Room,
Health Service Center, 7 p.m. ·
CPR DEMONSTRATI ON: Wednesday, February
24, Conference Room, Health. Service Center, 7
p.m.
MEETINGS
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bads."
O'Connell is optimistic about
.the March election for three
reasons. First, he said, "Students
found the rule. (about the el~cdon being held in March), which
shows that they':re getting responsjble . Second, the new
election allows more people to.
learn about the Trustee position.
And third, this election gives
me the opportunity to w-in
outright rather than by default."
Student Senators Larry Donovan and EHzabeth DeLucia,
who both ran for _the Student
Trustee position in October,
have since been elected to the
Student Trustee General Elec,r,ion Committee , a~d .will not
. run for the positi~n of Stude~t
.
- · _
Trustee. .
Any student interested in
running for Student Trustee
may pick up an application in
ff · h
S
h S d
t e tu ent enate o ICe m t e
50 student
have
MUB. It mus-t
.signatures, and be returned to
theStudent Senate office by 4:00 .
22
pm F b
· · e ruary ·

MARCH 14 - 18

SPRING BREAK

,,§P.~,~!~!.,~~,!.~,~~,!!!:e,;£~!!!~.~

,.

NEW T ES'TAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETIN G:
Join us for mean ingful worsh ip, ch rist-cemered
te~ching, and· warm christia n fe llowshi p. W·ed_, nesdays , check at Inform ation Center for room,
,
·'
MUB, 7-8:30 p .m.

_J!)-pJJcdtk,ns_-a~r:e .,:ovaHab'le .·.
lnformation·;• a
at the aroup me ·:,, ~,~~,,; .-: sihedu l-e.d :;
MondaJ, l'ebruary 8, 8:30- . Jl1Q!~ (Mc~-30&)
Tuesday, February 9,·3:30~4ioo·p.D\~1(11cf 204) · ·
Wednesday, -February 10, 8:30-9:00 a.ntt;(McC 306)
Thursday, February 11, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 3@~)
·Friday, February 12, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306)Whittem ore Advising .Center :'
McCon riel I 862-38a5
.

d L W t f Id
B A
y man a . . a er le
On Sunday-night the Smdent
Senate passed a bill th at will set
March 7' 1988 as the date for
the election of Student Trustee.
In the odginal Student Trustee electior:i,, which took plac~
last October, Student se·n ate
Speaker Dennis O'Connell was
elected to the position. Since
the October election, O'Connell
has been working as an intern
to_ the University System Bo~rd
of Trustees, and says he will
contin.ue to do so until th e
March 7th election.
·The new election is being 4eld
bt.. '. ·:1use of the ~iscovery of a
Ne~ . Hampshire st ate l~w
wh1c_h ~~,vs that the tr_us;tee
_election mu;:. t t_ake place m the ·
. . .
mon~h of MarG~.
The March 7tn el~ct10n 1s
o~en to any UNH stue1e~t. who
for the posmon..
wishes to run
II · , h h
O'C
onne sata _t at e w! 11
ru~ for truS t ee agam,_ a nd wh~le
this means_ another big commitment of time and energy for
_him, "the goods out~h ~he

. COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET- .
ING: Starting with a brief update on the political
situation in Central america, the meetings vary;
from planning upcoming events to playing games
and discussing US involvement in Central America.
Tuesdays, .Car roll/Belknap Room, MUB, 7'p.m.

tions between·
, is-accepting intercoll_eg-e trOJ)sfer applica_
'

Sena te Okays new
trust ee elect ion date

HEALTH

THE WHITTEMORE .SCHOOL

f2tfl : Feb. 8th and Feb. ...,._..,..~:,,:-~

'fhe Student Senate discussed the new trustee election to be
held in March at Sunday's meeting. (Peter Tamposj photo)

PREPARE FOR A GOOD
PAYING JOB

LEARN'5?0cf2g
DING
TENINCOME
BAREXTRA
OR •
EARN

land a good summer Job
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL. ITS
EASY AND FUN. TEL. (60~) 659 - 3718

■ CERTIFICATE AWARDED ■ DAY OR EVENING CLASSES Ii ·EASY
FLEXIBLE
■
CONVENIENT PARKING
■
PAYMENT PLAN
SCHEDULES ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE JI. JOB SEARCH GUIDANCE ■

MASTER
CALL
R SCHOOL .
OR WRITE BARTENDE
84 Main Street
-TODAY
Newmarket, -N.H. 03'857
IIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU U

you are ready for
The New. Hampshire!!!
CtJme to -r'r.Jvm 15t,0: h e M,r( _
;f -.,~

•,;

T he D ebate Society communicates succ~ss for UNH . Founding members from 1 to r: Mike
· .
Rose, To:m Aley and Jay Gould. (Sherrie Flick photo) ·

De_~ ate -Society flourishes -

...... ~ 7
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Does your exam have a crush on you? If so,
kiss your fears goodbye with the best test prep .
anywhere~Stanley H. Kaplan.
,
For nearly 50 years, students have loved·
Kapla~ 's tesHaking techniques and educatkmal
programs.
_
Our courses have increased the confidence of
over one million· students boostirig their scoring
powe.r on the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, GRE, NTE,
CPA and others.
So say. "Kaplan, be my test prep? You'jusl might
get ·a Valentjne from someone special-like the
school of your choice.
.

.

~

&!

KAPLAN!

STANLEY H KAPI.AN EDUCATIONAL. CENTER LTD ·

. DON'T COMPETE WITH A KAPLAN STUDENT~BE ONE

l.,
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Cool-Aid gives helping hand
- A student-run organization,
By Marianne Moore
Are you lo'n ely? Are -you · ·Coo.I -Aid is open from 6 p.m.
pregnant and afraid? Are ~ou to 12 a.rh., seven nights a week.
addicted to a sul;>stance w~ ich It is a hotline help service staffed
could ruin yourlife? Do you nave v. ., ith . dedicated volunteers,
nowhere to turn? H this is the whose ·services range froin
case, you m1ght want to call suicide prevention to relationship problems:
Cool-Aid.

In this decade of corporate
takeovers and inside trading, .
it is nice to know there are
people willing to listen. ·
Organized in the 60's, CoolAid used to be a place where
students coping with the effects
of drugs and· in need of suppor<t
could go in, talk with someone,
and stay the night. However,
according to co-coordinator
Melissa Meehan, the needs of
the 80's are different and CoolAid has adjusted itself to those
needs. ,
New problems such as AIDS,
Date Rape, and you-th suicide
are becoming rampant in American society and the UNH is not
immune, said Meehan.
Co-coordinators Meehan and
Allaina Grossman said they
want the UNH community to
~ Sale I:, On!
be aware of Cool-Aid and its
· services. They have been with
. Cool-Aid for a year and a half
and claim they are helping to
provid~ a worthy service.
Questioned about their qualifications, Meehan replied, "We
are not professionals. We are
LUCKY STRIKE
not pretending to know more,
• Portsmouth. NH • 603-436-2436
,
~
,
but we can find out."
.
~ 345 Fore St. • Portland. ME • 207-773-7784
Supported by 25 current staff
members, and in the process of
adding 35 new volunteers, CoolAid boasts a one-on-one phone
When times get tense, there's some Cool-Aid to be found in consultation hotline, a tapeline
service, and a referral service.
the MU:,6. (Peter T.amnosi nhoto)
The hotline is staffed by
trained volunteers willing to
listen to apy problem and, if
possible, offer alternatives and
suggestions. For calls such as
suicide threats, which Grossman
claims Cool-Aid has handled, ·
certain steps are taken.
The volunteer asks if any
One bedroom . condominiums from $68,850 ... two
substance has been internalized
bedroom condonuniums from $74,850. These low
and, if so, the dosage and the
' preconsbuction prices ore offered for a limited time
location of the caller. The
only on the first 96.units sold. With th.e high de- .
volunteer then <l:_ttempts to
engage the caller in conversamand for quality homes at low prices, these garden
tion until help can be arranged.
condominiums are sure to sell fast!
The tapeline service provides
information on
pre-recorded
just
is
D.over
at
Meadows
The
Exceptional location.
topics such as "Dealing with
I).Orth of Portsmouth, within easy commuting dis:Impotence," to "Dating Skills."
tance to.Durham. Beaches, mountains, lakes, shop- .
The referral service consists
ping, recreation ·and educational facilities are
of names and numbers of a
within easy driving distance.
variety of professional help
available in the Durham area.
Quality construction. Rarely are so many features
This includes the Counseling
included at these low prices. Standard features
and Testing center on campus.
include applianced kitchen, private balcony or
Despite a big push in adverpatio, carpeting, gas heat, elevator and more. The
tising last semester, Cool-Aid
has been fielding an .average of
condominium community is developed. by The
onLy two callers a night, said
Cablal Group, with a reputation for quality you can _
Grossman. Unfortunately, studepend on. ·
dents do not seem to be takingadvantage of the available help,
For more information call l-800-537,.7301 or
·
she said.
(603)749-0008 (locally). Better yet, visit our sales
if he knew what
asked
When
office and furnished model today.
Cool-Aid is, Leroy Nash, a
junior, joked, "I used to drink
it when I was a kid ... no, if you
fail an exam and want t9 jump
out a window, they talk you out
of it."
Asked if he would use the
service, Nash claimed he would .
not because he is 27 and claims
he knows "more about life than
the people on the other e~d of
the line."
Amy Dionone, ~ senior,
claims she knows about CoolAid because her sister was once
a volunteer for the organization.
But she would "call her friends
first," she added.
The demographics of the
Cool-Aid services show no bias
when it comes to those in want
of help. Meehan clair.ns that as
many men call as women, and
Toe Meadows at Dover is marketed by Dube. Copra! & Comp:my. Inc.
Unit plans and pnces are subject to change without notice.
as· many students call as non~Iler reserves the right to limi:t the mnnber ot investors and to restrtct the number of homes purchased. by ea:::h i n ~ and each :tiousel)old.
students, with no one problem
being more evident.
For those who want to call
Cool-Aid, the numbers are: 8622293 (hotline) and 862-3554
~ (tapeline). Indeed, "help is only
a p~one call away."

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING FOR
U.N.H.
STUDENTS
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--DEBATE1 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SPECIA~

<conrinued from page 7) ·

Undergraduate
Research ·,
Opportunities
_, _ ProgralT!

debate. Each member is required
to debate both sides of an issue
in Orner to strengthen his
·presemanon.
.
"It gives you an idea of the
• complexity of rhe issues," says
Rose. Rose says he used to be
pro-Contra .iid, but after debating the ro_pic, he changed his . ·
opinion. He says he has _b ecome
more knowledgable about both
sides of the conflict.
In pn;sentiqg ~ebates all o·v er
campus, the Debate Society has
gained more exposure and more
members. Their recruiting process relies on such exposure and
some campus advertising, says
Aley
.
The next debate will be held
in the MUB's Hillsborough/Sullivan Room on February 18th. Members of the
Deba_te Society will argue with
the Progressive Student Net . work on whether or not the
Greek System should be abol ished.

•6R~t;i~new progfamfo;l}Nfl
Unde·;graduates
. ...
announces
UROP Res·earch A~ards ,. ·

WEDNESDAY FEB.10th .
8½xl 1 white 20# auto-fed

Are you planning to pursue
~ an tndependent study?
·* a senior thesis?
·* a research project under a _facul~y member's
supervision?

kinko•s®
51 MAIN -ST., DURHAM

868-63.22

/;,,Jlfili e.rvyotf::~~smbe.=::elig~bte:::~()r::;,a,;,:::iuem~:;;R•tra~ri.¥'.;:,;;d;;:;~;;;;;~
These awards cover expens~s related to tesearch
activities.
For more inform?tion aboutU~OP and how to apply
for an award, come to the meeting on:

---HOUSING<conrinued from page 2)

The illusion is shattered when
over 500 studenti, apply to live
where there are 400 beds, many
of which will be- occupied by
returning students (juniors
living there now) who receive
the highest priority for occupancy.
Priority thereafter is as follows: UAC students returning
from exchange or internship,
-UAC students returning from
medical leave, handicap students, and then residence hall
students. , ,; .
Srude.n ts must be in eit.he·r
their junior or senior years to
live in the UAC. Once in, they
are eligible to stay for the
· remain'der of their college careers . Upon graduation and
other cases of non-returning
students, spaces are made available to incoming students.
In addition to the UAC, the
Commuter/Transfer Center in
the MUB assists students in
finqing off campus housing in
the local area. Febmary is as busy
a month for the Center as it is
for sophomores.
Off campus, the lease for an
_apartment is a reflection e>f its
.advantages and drawbacks. Accessibility to transportation,
kinds of utilites provided,
number of occupants, quality
' of rooms, "and affordability are
all factors that enter into a
student's decision-making process.
• The UAC is ·not without its
drawbacks, but for a student in
search of off campus housing,
its conveniences are inviting,
as its application turn-out indicates.
'
What does all this suggest to
sophomo_res? Like choosing
classes, it is his responsibility.
,to take an active part in the
search for housing. Coupled
with a bit of luck, their chances
are even better . .
But chances are, if their like
the average sophomore who,
up until now, has believed that
they will be spared at the final,
heated hour, they may be in for
a rude awakening.

....

W~••••
~

Monday, February 15, 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Horton Social Science Center, Room 204
Additional Information and application forms may also be
obtained from the Honors Program Office, Diamond Library,
. Room 303A, 862-3928. ,

On Sale, for ·a limited time only:
• Sterling Silver -•40% off
• All Denim - 25% off
• Australian Stockman's Coats- $30 off
• Ugg Boots - $10. off
· (men's & wom_en's)
• Plus 20 to 50% off cool-weather
merchandise .

· 51 Ceres St • Portsmouth, ·NH
603-436-2436 •
345 Fore St • Portland, ME
207-773-7784

~

.--------------------------11111
WHERE WILL ·YOU LIVE :NEXT
YEAR?

~

Thel Commuter Transfer Center
Offers Answers to Many of the,
Questions You Have:

~/~#:•1m•

;~~
~

HONE

* Wh~n to look fQr housing
*· What kind .of housing is available
* What to expect for rent
* Information about leases

.

.

.

.✓

.

/

.

~AD

/
\

MUB MAR~ET PLACE

.JOI.NUS AT OUR WORKSHOPS ·
.

Feb.8 Student _or'ganlzat ion se lli ng flowers , upstairs
; ·ll ,
balcony ...~,.
:i:;•:fir
· ...
djl
.
.
V~Qd:,0r,sellin'g Valentine packages, downstairs.

I.

#

All of this information and more will be
given ~t our housing workshops
Hubbard - Main Lounge
Jessie Doe - Main Lounge.
Devihe - Main Lo un ge
_
MUB - Hi llsborou.g h-$ ull ivan Rm.

L.

February 16
February 17
February 18
March·24

· 7-8:30"p:m.
.7-8:30 p.m.
7-8:30 p.m.
7-8,30 p.m.

Feb.1 O Vendor sell ing_Valentine Packages, downstairs.
Feb.11 Flower Vendor, upstairs balcony.
r eb.12 Flower Vendor, upstairs balcor:iy.

i. t f?::,. -:, •..,r,- fv-}:f;--.\
. ,0; ,,;.,. ,;i:,·.

-ren ers.

•,.- ..... _ ,

: .•

·• ,, .'.o1-, .•. . , . '

.,£ ~,:,

·,. · ..

.i.-•

y..:J,: . ,... _~,.. ::J•v.,4,1.,.""1,;*

....

·,

_·.

Feb.9 Vendors selling Wicker products, upstairs balcony
Vendor se lling sweatpants, downstairs.

These workshops will include · h·andouts of helpful
informotionro;;·~l:i(je .show
and discussionswitti lawyers~ ~ldhdfords, and experienced

~,, . .\·.i;,·,_~t·.,.J}t~. .'.;:~ - ,..
-.
· ::,:/For, more :inlormaion call 862-3612 or
· stop by the·Cor:nmuter Transfer.Center in the MUB- room'136.

,

.· .

.. .. .,. . .. ~ L i . . """_J.::., .,c-/2· ...,- •.

Vendor SHI ling, earrings,, downstafrs.
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ENRICH YOUR EDUCATION

'~

Tell s~;r:~~~ you

· Th~ New Hampshire

and
~

GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

personals!

through a

WASHINGTON, D.C. INTERNSHIP
in

ALL MAJOR FIELDS
and

CAREER AREAS

Fast Times·For Less With

(

GUNSTOCK'S

-TWOFER TUESDAYS.
AND THURSDAYS TOO!
2 Lift Tickets for the Price of One!

Informational Meeting
Wedn~sday, February 10 from 3:30-4:30 -·
McConnell 215 ,

Ski for half price on Tuesdays and Thursdays
when. you bring a friend and the coupon
below to Gunstock's Ticket ·window.

Gunstock is less than one hours drive
from the UNH Campus, so find a friend _
and, ski for only $10 apiece on non-

For further information contact:
Marcy Krauss McConnell 120-

holiday Tuesdays and Thursdays:
· Offer not valid on February '16 & 18, 1988
-~,. Present UNH LO. at time of purchase

Ski For Half Price ..On

TWOFER TUESDAY
& THURSDAY TOO!
Buy one regular $20 adult lift tit.ket
and get a,second ticket for the same
day on any non-holiday Tuesday or
Thursday free!
Present this i:oupon and a valid UNH I.D.
at the ticket office for FREE ticket.
'

C

OFFEE, TEA AND ME.

. Your sweetheart will think of
you with every sip when you ·send
Garrison Hill's "The Mug You Love"
Valentine Bouquet. It's a Garrison
Hill exclusive, a humorous-but
· heartfelt message coupled with a
whimsical drawing on a mug filled
with flowers that says "I Love You"
on Valentine's Day. But day after
day, cup after cup, the mug keeps
reminding that special person
of Y!>Ur special feelings. Remember, Valentine's Day is Sunday
---=-:be s,u re to order early. ·So
your sw~etheart can enjoy
your thoughtfulness all
. ~eekend long. Th~ere'.s a whole
variety of mugs, a whole ,lQt
of ways to express yourself
and your love. All available ._
only at 'Garrison Hill. All good
to the last !lrop!

~~ u1rrison hill ureenhouses.inc.

835 Central Avenue• Dover, NH ~03820 ~ 603-742-2060

. oung s es .a uran
& .·Coffee Shop., 'Inc.
Breakfast
.

.

-

.

2 eggs any style, served with Virginia Ham Steak,, homefries,
toast & coffee $3.50 _

LuncheonFrench Dip: Tender slices of Roast Beef
served in a Roll w/Jf $3.25

Dinner
Fried Chicken Cutlet Dinner served w/
tossed salad/mashed potato & cranberry
· · sauce $3.60 ·
·

l
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-DOLE-

GETYOUR

(continued from page 3)
freeze would bring down interest rates and broaden the em- '
. ployment base as well as the tax
base.
The increased revenue could
then be used to help lower the
deficit. Social Security cost-ofliving increases would be exempt from this spending freeze.
Opponents of this measure feel
that freezing spending on social
programs is unfair because
spending on these programs-is
already insufficient.. _
· Concerning other issue~, Dole
is in favor of an oil import fee
which he feels would help curtail
U.S. dependency on foreign _oil
. as well as increase domestic
exploration o'f oil. This tariff
is opposed by many of Dole's
Republic~n counterparts, and
has been a subject of great
det,ate over the course of the
campaign:.
Dole supports the recently
.s igned INF Treaty with the
Soviet Union and will lead the
fig.ht in the Senate to ratify the
treaty. Vice President and Republican opponent George Bush
is the only other Republican
candidate to support the treaty.
Other Republican candidates
for pr~sident, such as Representative Jack Kemp, feel that
the U.S. should not sign any
treaties with the Soviet's until
they honor previous agreements.
Dole is in favor of continuing
aid to the Contras in Nicaragua
as are all of the Republicans who
are vying for the nomination.
However, Dole says the problein can be solved diplomaiicaHy
between the United States and
the Soviet Union . .
The Senator has also come
·· out on issues which aren't in the
mainstream of Republican thinking, such as increased funding for drug rehabilitation centers
and suppor( for the homeless.
Recently, Dole's campaign
-has been tainted with controversy amid allegations that Dole
used his influence to secure a
government contract for his
former aid, John Palmer, under
questionable circumstances.
Dole dismissed the charges as
a set-up by "Bush loyalists." And
he hoped that the campaign
-would focus more on Bush's
involvement in the Iran-Contra
affair than on what he -termed
his "constituency work."
Last week, the war of -w:ords
intensified as Bush's Iowa campaign office issued a press
release accusing Dole of a "re~
cord of cronyism and a history
of mean spiritedness."
Dole confronted the VicePresident on the floor of the
senate chamber demanding him
sibility for having
to take re~pon_
issued the release. Dole la.ter
issued a statement saying, "I
think the vote.:-s of New Hampshire and Iowa deserve better
than this kind of low-down,
nasty, ·mean politics. This is a
tough business we're in but it
doesn't have to be this nasty,
this vindictive."
A Dole aid later characterized
the words of the Vice-President
as one of a "cornered lap dog."
Whether or not these verbal
sparrings have any effect on
either candidate's campaign
remains to be seen, but there
is already a feeling that it has
been destructive to the Republican party's chance of landing
a Republican in the White
House in 1989. The Republicans
would like to avoid the innerparty squabbles which have
hindered the Democrats in
recent campaigns.

FUTUREOFF

~THE GROUND
Imagine the_thrill of flymg a j,et aircraft! Air Force
C offers you leadership ·
training and art excellent start to a career as an Air Force pilot. If you have what
it takes, check out Air Force RQTC today.
Contact:

will
the
/me at

Pro1r·.-

Capt Gloria L. Copeland

College

603-862-i480

· ~ at
J.adership E:xcdlence Starts Here

March 6 to April 23, 1988*

BERMUDA

COLLEGE WEEKS

,(,_

When you break away_. . . . . . . '""
do it with style.
Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just
sun, sand and surf.
Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"
at Elbow Beach, ifs a week of unrelentipg pleasure.
Sgectacular seaside buffet luncheons. A calypso
and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance_til-you-drop beac~ parties, featuring Bermuda's top
rock, steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise'.'
· All .compliments of the Bermuda Depar.tment
of Tourism.
.Bermuda is afl of this-and much, much more.
It's touring the island On our breezy mopeds.

-REDMAN SPORT & TRAVEL
208 West 260th Street
P.O. Box 1322, Riverdale, NY 10471
- 1 (800) 23:;7,,.::7465 .
In N.Y s·~tecall collect:
;'c;(,':.f?-:~::~1 (212) 796-6646

_·p :.~~Y}.f~·, :.~\,.t~·

, -~
(Do remember to keep left!)
It's jogging on quiet~ountry roa9s ,,,-;induding
an early morning 2-k "Fun Run" frdm'Horseshoe
Bay. It's- exploring the treasmes:·iii our international
shops, playing golf on ,eight gteat courses, and
tennis on over 100.Jsla:nd-wide courts.
But r;no~:r,of a.It ks the feeling you get on a tiny,~
flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere
and ~verything by 000 miles of sea.
_This year, break away with style. See your Cam~
pus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.
• College Weeks packages not available week of April 10-16. _

. VIKING WORID TRAVEL/
BERMUDA ACCOMMODATION SPECIAilSTS
250 Main Street
Reading, Mass.-01867
(617) 944-4446
Outside Massachusetts call collect
and ask for College Weeks.
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don't forget that some
one special on valen
tine's day. send the
their own personal in
/ The New·Rampshire~

.
D

O
_ N'T ,MAKE YOUR VALENTINE WAIT
·'TIL SUNDAY.
·
,
.

· This year, Valentine's Day falls on a Sunday.
·So it's important that you order flowers early.
You'll ha~e a better chance-of getting exactly what
you'd like to give. And your sweetheart won't have
to wait all weekend. ·
·Nothing helps love blossom more than flowers. ·
So stop in or call today.
We can deliver your message of love anywhere in
town or send it anywhere in the United States and
Canada.

/

Valentine's Week begins February 8. ·

Let Kinko's help organize and
distribute your supplementary
class materials this term.

-

~ij 1arrison hill 1reenhousesJnc. -·

kinko•s®

835 Central Avenue • Dover, NH • 603-742-2060

Great copies~ Great people.

51 Main St.Durham, N .H.
868-6322

-

. . ···-'"•;~::·:..:::~l:·..~,--,.•..

l(~SUM.ES.

Electronjcally Typed
$18.50 includes ·
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

Plus ·

··

·25 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 extra sheets of paper _
.. Changes.5asily made with our One Year '!1-emory storl!ge

11~1i;;_•K~-

Qpen Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30 \

eUNLlMlTED

Durham Copy

-

. Hoir And Skin Core For .The Family

35 Main St. • Durham

868-7051 -

Jenkins Court •:Purham, N.H.•868-7031

There arecolder'places to work than Marlow..
But none quite so hot.
Sure. you could get a job exploring
for gold in the Klondike or researching the mating habits of furry fauna

in the Arctic. But you can't match

working at PC Connection for nonstop excitement.

Join a company that's growing
fast. Real fast.
You'll learn all about th e latest
innovations in microcomputer technology. talk with people all over

the world, and bask in the soft
warm glow of satisfied customers.
And. if you think being a sales
consultant for a computer company

What's the deal?
· We offer competitive salaries.
opportunities for rapid advancement comprehensive health and

means you have to wear a pocket

dental insurance. free health and

protector and tape on your eyeglasses. you simply haven't seen .
our championship basketball team
in action.
Most of our sales people had
no computer experience when they
applied. If you provide the enthusi.asm. we'll provide the training .

exercise programs. and special
bonus drawings for skis. vacations.
stereos. and color televisions. Not to
mention free studded snow tires. on
the off chance it snows in Marlow
this winter.
we·re primarily looking for
telephone sales people. You'll be

_ answering incoming calls-there's no hard sell involved. So. if you're a
college graduate interested in working in a challenging, smoke-free

environment. call our Personnel

Department for niore information.

PC Connection
6 Mill Street. Marlow. NH 03456

603/446-3383
PC Connectio~, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer.
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Chances are, you already pick up the Globe
on your way -to class, at Newsstand prices.
Now you can get - The Boston Glob~
delivered to your campus address every morning by
Sam:. PLUS - You get a handy calculator for-FREE
with your pre-paid subscription for the _Sunda'y &
Daily Globe.

~------------~
----~--~---------------------------~---------------~

·T h·e . Most
UNFORGETT ABL
Women at New Hampshire.

** WE NEED DELIVERY PEOPLE ** ·
Caff about ·w ages

- _- .- Daily and Sunday at $25~94_for- semester

***
.Kappa ·Delta

- -. Daily only at $13~94 for sem~ster ·
- ·- Sunday only at $12 for semester
Name .
Campus Address - - - - - ----------Tel.#

SEN D TO:
Bruce· Twyon
i 7 Garrison Ave
Durham, NH 03824
868-6108

·

jrk*
Kapga Delta co_
mes your way in early February. For more
inf9rmation, contact_Panhellenic Office, Huddleston
Hall

JOIN US

* SHUTTLE ,ROUTES AN,D SCHEDUL E

1r

7 am to 11 pm

* 6 Runs Per Ho·ur *

· INNER

A-Lot
T-Holl -.
Hetzel
C-Lot

WSBE
MitchellWav ·
Parsons .
, James Hall
A-Lot

:00

·01
:02 ·
·04

·05
·06

·oz
:08
:09

"=10 ,
:1,1
:1-2
:14
:15
:16
:17
:18

:20
:21
:22
:24
:25
:26
:27
:28

:19

:29

:30
:31
:32·
:34
:35
:36
:37
:38
:39

:40
:41
:42
:44

:45 .
:46
:47
:48 .
:49

:50
:51
:52
:54 ·
:55
:56
:57
:58
:59

UAC
'v/.Olj[.> f1At,
OP;

.
...
..
..
~
..

OUTER

A-Lot
I-1::tall
- Hetzel
Woodman Rei
N.E.C.
UAC;

Sn~l:t
Barton Hall
Leavitt Ctr.

* 4_Runs Per t-tour *
·00

:01
:02
:04
:05
:07
:09
:11 '
:12

Channel 11

:14 .

A-Lot -

:15

:15
:16
:17
:19 .
:20
:22
:24
:25
:26
:28'
:29

:30
:31
:32
:34
-~5
:37
:39.
:41
:42
:44
:45

~ ··•····

_· TRANS . BLDG.
LE AVITT
SERVICE
CENTER

7 amto6 pm

:45
:46
:47.
·:49
:SQ
:52
:54
:56

·:57·
:59
:00

!!!Bl .
..
. NNEL 1 1

.

(

)
PETT
--HAL
. FIE'LD HOUSESTADIUM

<
"'"'

YP!IIJW

[!.!.:.;:_I
•

i'NNER ROUTE
·1NNER

[-....-...- ._.....
:_) o~~ER

.,

1fl°

R_OUTB'.S~□t~;~;'.""
ROUTE, ·

. @, OUTER ROUTE STOPS

.,.__
PHtL!e~□OK
. . .di
\.\' IL LIM 150N HALL
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Editorial
Student s ·still pinched for space
It is angering to know that as soon as
UNH administrators feel the space pinch,
. studen_ts are displaced and renovations are
made to make more office space in Stoke
· Hall.At the same time they say a committe
is continuing to look into 1the housing
(
-problems that face students, still.
· The administration has decided to take
the first floo_r of Stoke by eminent domain
to relocate the registrar's office. Administrators admit the move will result in more
triple rooms and upperclassmen lotteried
out of the dorms in the room . draw
·
_
procedure.
The administrators, in their spacious,
plushly carpeted offices in the renovated
Thompson Hall, have rationalized the
decision which is an insult to students. ·They
predict that enrollment will go down, Stoke
is too crowded anyway, and students kicked
'

/

off the first floor will get special consideration in the room draw.
Moving the registrar's office, which is
presently housed in trailers in the book
store-parking lot, to Stoke is supposed to
give it a more central location. But the Stoke
location·is actually farther from the billing
and cashier offices in the new science and
engineering building across campus. If campus planners were really concerned
with the location and convenience of offices
for students they would put the billing,
cashier, registrar, and "financial aid offices
back in Thompson Hall. Unfortunately,
all the off ices th~t are going into the
beautifully renovated Thompson Hall are
- <
all ready .there.
The offices, like the registrar's, which
students have to visit every semester have
been replace1 by v.p.s,' administrators, and

.

•'•
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'
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''Pretty

Pat Sweeney's role and his contenrunning mate for Gov. Duk-akis. I
tions to_run _for Student Trustee.
respect Mayor Flynn's assessment.
If Sweeney does indeed enter the
II - But Jesse, should such a pairing
■
come to pass, would do us all the
election, will he find the Governorappointed Board of Trus-tees as
best of favors if he made his running
amusing as the Student Senate? If
· mate understand that the new world
To the Editor:
he does run, for the sake of the
shows sound J. udge- ·is. too small for war, even so-called
Jackson
esse
J
conventional war. War won't work · University, I can only hope that
ment and optimism when he in- ' any more, if ever it· did. I have t<_) when voting, students ·take into
d icated his choices for possible vi·ceaccount what an "amusing" type,
cast my vote for Jesse Jackson.
presidential running mates: House
Sincerely of guy Pat Sweeney is, and vote him
Speaker Jim Wright, Rep. Patricia
in for campus joker instead of
.Lynn Rudmin Chong
Schroeder, or Boston's Mayor Flynn.
·
· Student Trustee.
Sound judgement is enticing,
Sincerely,
after the summer's revelations on
.Sonya M. B_elknap
the Reag·an administration's secret
Opagems.
government, agenc;i.a,
timism is pow'er,ful, when the
:•country is so economically hemmor- .
haged (as Jesse Jackson---predicted
in his 1984 cainpaigh) that our
country's mayors are·contemplating To the Editor:
·- Pat Sweeney's scathing comment
, a march on Washington in order
referdng to the Student Senate as
to bring_ poverty, hunger, a-nd
"pretty amµsing" ("Senate botches To the Editor:
homelessness even more into the
I would like to respond co the
tr-ustee election", February 2, 1988)
,
the
before
American consciousness
w;as :childish,. disrespectful and editorial "Hedging their bet.son
decisive votes are cast.
beer." As vice chairman of the Mub ·
uncalled for,
We would not see President
I serv~d as a Student Senator, and Board of Governors, I find it
Jackson committing three trillion
;dollars to Star Wars, a military- although it wa,s only for a_short disturbing that The New Hamptime, I gained first-hand insight -shire is implying that the board is
industrial-complex "baby" that the
to the time, commitment and · wavering in deciding to bring beer
best scientific _minds in the country
dedication exhibited by Senate back to the Mub Pub. ·I'd like to set
have pledged distance from, for
the record straight.
members; as well as the enormous
both moral and engineering reasons. (Did readers of this ,letter contributions they make to benefit · . The proposal by Greg Becker,
which' was outlined in the New
the students and the University.
catch the January 17 Ann Lander-s
Hampshire, was never brought
Pat Sweeney's remark is an unwarcolumn that spells out what human
before the board. Becker totally
ranted insult and degradation to
needs could be met by one trillion
ignored the board with his proposal.
the work of the Senate.
dollars, let alone three? Hooray for
He properly brought it to the
Ann, for publicizing the trade-0ffs! · Must Pat Sweeney be reminded
Stu.dent Senate, to SAFC and t,o
that he is also <!. member of the
You can only spend your three
SAFO. Yet any proposal conce~ning
trillion dollars once, though it would _ Student Senate? Perhaps his own
any policy change in the Mub inust
work in Senate this year is amusing
take 32 years to count your one
before the board.
come
is
he
but
others,
to
.is
it
as
him
to
ii:
trillion dollars, if you handled
, Michael Keating, chairman of
hardly justified in extending his
, one dollar per second.)
the board, asked Becker why he
Mayor Flynn has suggested that sarcasm to the entire body. The only
_Jesse_ Jackson would be a good "am~sing" thing about Senate is, ?idn'_t bring the proposal to die

~.musing

·1ackson's-

judgement

deans offices which most ~tudents visit only
once in their entire career at UNH, if that
much.
Thompson Hall will soon be a N"ague
memory for those upperclassmen who were
lucky enough to see the inside of the oldest
building on cam pus before it became an
enclave for administrators. Students no
, longer have a reason to walk the halls of
· Thompson Hall, the symbol of history and
pride at lINH. It is also symbolic of the
administrations attitude toward the student
body when it eliminates their access to
· Thompson Hall and takes over much needed '
housing for yet more office space. _
All we.caIPdo now, is try to sneak a peek
through a window in 'fhompspn Hall a.s
we trudge between the registrar's office
in Stoke to the billing off ice in the new
science building.

15 - all

board. Becker replied that he
thought the Mub board only dealt
with space allocation of the building. Misinformation among student
leaders such as that is damaging
to any cause which the student body
initiates. _It also leads to misguided
starements like the last sentence

of the editorial of The New Hampshire on February 5, "Take the ball
that's been handed you, have some
:)alls and put beer back in the Pub."
Sorry, The New Hampshire, the
ball is not in our court, it hasn't even
been served yet.
Sincerely,
, Bret Clemons
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/

. While drinking beer on a typical Friday night,
approximately four armed men entered the restaurant I was in and started to conduct table to table
searches. I had heard of these men; they wore
p9lished black boots, rarely spoke and were brutal.
Rumors had circulated around my friends that some
of these merr had thrown innocent people out o{
restaurants and into the str:eet, where they were
kicked, spat on and humiliated with language so
profane it can not be repeated, and tonight was
no different.
My table was not the first to be interrogated,
but I ov.erheard what was happening near-by. The
things demanded identification from people playing
a video game. One did not have his ID with him,
so he was taken by the shoulders to a car outside,
where he was handcuffed and put inside. His
companion did produce an ID, but it was not valid.
It was a fake. What I then overheard shocked me.
The tough guy in a brown shirt with an e,mbl~?n
on it asked the young man where he was from. I
coulctnot hear his answer, but apparently' it was
not what the older man wanted, because the
interrogator soon hit the man hard in the stomach.
.W ow, this is -serious, I thought. The young man
was then asked who his parents were,' but he was
still bent over in pain so he could not respond. A
second man grabbed his hair and pulled him toward
the ceiling so he could hear the question better. ·
He did and responded Weber. "Liar" was yelled
so loud that it could even be heard in the President's
mansion down the street. The .interrogator told

By

Peter

Katz

· him his name was- really "Schwanz" and that he .
w_as a Jew. He was dragged out of the restaurant,
where he was then placed in a car and never seen
again.
I turned w my friends with fear, because a short
man with the shiniest boots of all was approaching
our table. As I felt sweat pour down my back, I looked
at my friends who sat laughing: "Yo, listen up.
I gotta get out of here. I'm Jewish toq." Looking
at me as if I was more drunk than I was, they laughed
and asked "so what?" I told them these guys were
going to kill me and again they laughed. But then
o,ne let me in on the secret that these things weren't
gestapo, but just Liquor Commissioners checking
IDs to make sure everyone wa,s legal. They were
right. After handing my drivers license over, ·o ne
of the men just gave it a quick look and returned
it. He didn't even ask my religion.
But what I saw was real. Two kids were handcuffed
. and put in .police cars because ·they were underage.
By the time liquor commissioners had finished their
"raid" Friday night, the Wildcat restaurant was
half empty and the buoyant mood of the pla<;e had
.been taken aw·ay. Rumors about the raid quickly
circulated. A student was arrested for drinking forty
· -minutes before his 21st birthday; a gid was
questioned for ordring a pepperoni pizza because
she was only 19.
.
.Is all this necessary? As Peter Finch said in the
, film Network, "I am sick and tired of it and I'm
nor going to take it anymore." The "it'-' in the movie
i:: forgotten, but for me and our generation it should

be the continued control of government over our
lives, and the best example of this is with drinking.
As post-teenagers we all see how absurd it is
. that at 18 we can afi:tively participate in our
government by voting and killing in the armed
forces, but we cannot get a nice cold one. Since most
of us are stuck in this cozy, boring hai::nlet of Durham
where everything is within walking distance, why
~re liquor comm_issio~ers and police officers forcing
students to .drrnk rn ,ways not heai;-d of _s ince
Prohibition? If the drinking age was raised nation.wide because of drunk driving, should it be so strictly
·enforced when most of us just walk around campus? ·
C'mon Gordy, you must have drank a few when
you were younger. Get the town off the student's
back.
·
.
f
_But we as students ca_n also do something- political'
science 402 comes back to me- we can boycott th~
local stores, which' seem to be owned by only on~
or two people anyway, so they too can use their
power to give us y~ung adul_ts so1:1~ respect . Las~ly,
we students can get mvolved m polmcs by reg1s tendg
in Durham and only voting for people who w~ll
1
help us get some drinking rights.
I am sick of politicians and pr.ofessors saying
our generation is "lame and weak," and that we
don't stand up for anything. Sure, nuclear disai:mament is more important than alcohol, but the
latter is a problem with which we can help or else
we will continue to see Friday Night Massacres
by the Durham Gesta_'?O.
·
;.Peter Katz is a renior '/},nglish major.

. . '
·M1ss1on·
•

pursuit
-By' D~vid S.Bischoff
Much has been said about the educational mission of universities arid colleges recently, particularly that miss-ion vis-a-vis regulating student conduct
so as co create an atmosphere of relative order so
that the transmission of knowledge and the pursuit
of truth, two fundamentals of academic institutions,
can be achieved. However, the educational mission
of academic institutions has another fundamental
purpose which is to set an example, a precept for'
the basic principles ;ind values of the larger society.
This is particularly true of universities and colleges
which are tax-~upported ip.strumencs of state governments; as the University of New Hampshire
is.
,
·
· .
.·
·
Therefore, when we, as a university community,
develop systems and structures to regulate behavior
we ought to pay heed to the, revered liberal democratic principles and processes that our greater
communities--the United States of America and the
State of New Hampshire--have codified such documents as the Bill of Rights in the Constitution of
the United States, the Declaration of Independence,
our own State Constitution, as well as the broad
Lockean liber~l principle of natural human rights
which is at the root of our shared value system.
I do not suggest that we are bound by law, in every case, to reflect these values in the systems of
governa_nce that we develop. I do suggest that universities and colleges have as much of a resp60sibility to set an example of what liberal democratic societies value as they do to ensure an atmosphere of
relative order so that scholarship and learning can
take place. A balance between the two is necessaw;
the proposed restructuring of the Jt,idicial Affairs'
system favors order over principle and in so doing
ignores one of the two fundamentals of the U niversity' s educational mission. There is a better way.

.

.

David S. Bischoff is a senior Political Science major.
•
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Respect ·

Christo

By Carolyn
\

I just watchedThread;, a British ~ade movie depicting World War III ... a nuclear war. It' was unbelievable.
I live with an active member of the Peace Move. ment here on campus. On top of her full academic
schedule, she sp~nds up to and sometimes over ten
hours a week doing work for her organization. She
doesn't work for a salary or for any type of public
praise. She works for you, me, hetself, and every
other living thing on this earth. She works to prevent the horrible things I witnessed tonight during
Threads. My roommate is working to prevent the
explosion, the blood, the corroded bodies, the 1r.~dness. ,.the death.
I'm not writing this to give my roommate the attention she deserves. She didn't ask me to write it
either. I'm writing this because of that .movie!· I arn
now filled With fear for the fumre; my· future; Olff -t•
future. Threads left me wishing for conventional
warfare. If there must be war I'd rather have rifles
aqd cannons, instead of bombs .which literally eat
away at our ear~h. Right now I'd ta,.ke <anything rather than what I just witnessed. There w·as a woman
staring into space, holding -her scorched, bloody
baby. There were people sitting in the street
""
stupned, surrnunded ·by burnt buildings and bodies.
Others fought to·live while 'their hair fell out and
their skin decaye1. Still others waded through piles
of burnt, bloody, corpses, seeking food or shelter.

'

Food? Every ourice of meat or water had been poi.,.
soned by the bomb. Shelter? Shelter from what?
The debris and dust lingered even a year after the
bomb struck. The sun was roqdly gone, hidQ,en
from the fallout. Escape to '?,!here? . _. 1 .".'"
·>
I plan on marrying someday and ljaviog a family.
Why then don't I work as1hard,)rsmy-J _ppnimate?
Why haven't I joined the C:'&alitio-ri fo,r Disarmament and Peace/ or: any df the orhecorganizations?
I'm busy. Sch~oJ.¢q1~'k_t'akes_.up my 'weekdays and
weeke_nqs, are sav::e'clJot,res,ring and sq_cializing. I'm
h1stJik~ t_lj:e -~~joriiy-of this campu~; besides hang' mg 1 ·t~1~r _q r ~wb, I have done nothmg to help the
pe~_ce gihve:ment. Even after witnessing the reality
oqhe ·next ·war I probably still won't join my roommate's -group. So, I can't preach to any of you be.- ! · caus'e I'd only be a hypocrite. I do know though, .
that not one of us wants World. War III. Not one of
us wanes to b~ blown to pieces or die a slow, agonizing death caused by one nuclear bomb. Therefore,
all I ask is that we please take light of our world's .
situation. If we don't join than at least have respect
for those who are working for US. Don't rip down
fliers or laugh at their protests. My roommate and
her associates are working for US ... for PEACE... for
LIFE.
God Bless them!
'

-

Carolyn Christo is a sophomore Studio Art major.
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"Harold and ·Maude"
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His hangups
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Hilarious
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Two Views Of
BroadcaftNe.wf
By David Gray
By Marc Mamigon~an
Tom Grunick is in the posiYes, I know Broadcast News
tion that every aspiring tele.- has been pl.:1.ying around here
vi~ion journalist woul4 love to · for some time now, and it is true
ot:cupy. The young and charis -· . that I had not even planned on _
ma tic anchorman of a local news seeing it last weekend (I meant
station has just been assigned to see it eventually, which for
to Washington as a network
me usually means waiting for
correspondent and shows every the video release), but I am
promise of continued promo- certainly glad circumstances
tion. Gmnick's problem is sim- forced me to finally see it. It is
pie. "Half the time I don't really . not a perfect film (wl<lat film
get the riews I'm talking about," is?), but it is ·a rare thing in
he e:x:plai'ns, "trust me, I stink." 'nature; an American romantic
:The film is Broadcast News, comc.:dy with genuine wit, senJ~mes L. Brooks' (Terms of sitivity, and absolutely fantastic
Endearment) ,romantic comedy ensemble acting. J\n4_did I
set against the fasFpa(:ed atmos- mention that it is an extremely
phere of a Washington news funny and' enjoyable film?
Bright Morning Star app.e ared Friday night in the Granite
bareau.
Broadcast News is the work
State Room of the MUB.
Grunick (William Hurt) has of wri-te,r/director James _L.
a certain, presence and i.s quite Brook ( of "Mary Tyler Moore
good at reading the news, how~ Show" fame). It is only his
' ever he lacks the most basic second f iLm :-:- the first being
reporting skills. "Jane Craig Terms Of Endearment. It is
(Holly Hunter), the network's · interesting to compare these
.most talented young producer, two works. While the much
resents Gi-unick's incompetence Oscared ,Terms had some great Bright Mornlng Star
,
a:nd sup~rficiality but still finds moments and great performan- _ Granite State Room, MUB
· d rpwnmg
·
· , Friday, February 5
or th1iee blacks in the audience: · by rna·ki·ng fun o·f soci'ety, bu·t
herself
dra. wn to
m
.
. hi'm
- • Aaron· ces, i·r woun d up
Altman (Albert Brooks) is an its own mawkishness. Broadcast
I could not tell ho~ ·m any deaf, somehow it is like trying to
. . correspon d ent News happily retains all of the By Pa_trikJonsson
b ut I can guess not many. But c h· ange _your mother's mind ,
awar d -wmnmg
MoSr of us like to talk about it was love that this band sang about _buying you candy by
and Jane's close friend.
positive attributes of the earlier
A predictable yet interesting film (and, for that matter, the peace, but th e ones th at show about, and that's not love res - making fun of her clothes. You triangle develops· between Tom, "MTM Show") and none of the up to events like laSr Friday tricted to certain people that can arg~e and argue about the
J~ne_, and Aaron. While Jane drawbacks. I do not really know night's Bright Morning Srar are· somehow privileged, that candy, bµt she ain't gonna but
deliberates over her feelings if News will have Oscars heaped - concert, th ones who wear is love for us all. Bright Morning it if you make fun of hei- new
toward Tom, Aaron confronts upon it, nor do I really care, but earr h tones or rye-dyes, a nd like Star and entourage are part of . and flowered dress. She'll spank
q~r with his. Aaron i-s also faced it is ce_rtainly ·t he better picture th eir hair long, ar~ tpe ones th at ' wp;it I see.- as hc\vi~g .t he Beyond your behind. Just the same. the
with Tom's accelerated rise to in almost every way.
actually work to -· do···so'rrierbif'lg ' · W,,ar -philosophy, ·rµat so.mehow :·'.'.moral ma-jo'rify",· wi#'not,;list:en
glory as his own career seems
The film centers around that for peace. It's an attitude th ing we have_to adopf a ·different -to insults~ It wor;i't spand· but
to have peaked off. Meanwhile most common of geometric a nd perhaps it is th e right view of violence,_- especially now / it'll turn ears right off.
·
Jane comes to terms with the shapes, but one which is never attitude - a nd maybe it's not.,. when we have· the . sot;t -of - ·s o :the best songs .were the
fact that she's falling in'. love studied in school - the lov.e but at leaSr they believe in peace destructi've power that we do.
ones ,,ibout persons. Like:the one
w:ith a man who violates ever- triangle. At the top is Holly and gar h er together for its cause.
Then it'.s sad to say that the · about Ms.- Tubman. It was
ything she ·believes in. ln the Hunter (Raising Arizona), ari
-Literature boor h s covering wonderful sarcasms against the t6uching and touchingly per wake of a :massive network lay- _attractive and very successful all current issues, like Seabrook "moral majority" society that forrped, the girl with the hands
off, each is forced to make TV news producer. Forming the hearings, Sa nd iniSras, INF Trea- Bright Morning Star fill many seemingly dancing to the mel.decisions.
other two sides are Albert ty, the Arias Pla,n, circled the of their songs which eventually ody. They played "Ms. Cealy's
The film has many str_e ngths. Brooks (himself a very talented · po·ol of chairs set up in th e make their messages less access- Blues," from The. Color Purple,
. Stellar performances by each writer/ director}, a brilliant middle of the Granite Srate ible to a wider audience. They beautifully. "Love Every Step
of the leading characters, a well- investigative reporter and all- Room at th e MUB. MoSr of it take a very disapproving view of the Way" was about a special ·
· written screenplay, and excep- around I nice guy who _loves was free. The topics of coriver- ·of what is going on in American, friend of one of the women in
tional editing all contribute to Hunter (she loves him too, but sations here centered about and world, society. Take, for the band. Songs like that, about
the picture's success. Permitting not "That Way'.'), and William peace. A nd government. There in s rance, a song like "The people, w,e re the only ones that
a behind-the-camera perspec- H_u rt, a good looking oµt rather were liberaliSr party repre-sen- World's Police." This is . an touched. It's like E.B. White said,
rive of the. news business, real ~ shallow ex-sportscaster who is
tatives th ere giving quizzes on engaging song sung only to the "Do not write about Man, write
life broadcasters have both promoted to newsman in Wa- your views on government tune of a piano with five .group · about a man." Just 'the same,
praised the film for its accuracy shington. At first Hunter shares actions.
members dressed up as world songs like "Stupid," ragging
and dismissed it as further , 1Brooks' _c ontempt for the allIt all added to th e spirit of police, performing oppressive lladly on anyone doing anything,
Hollywood reality bastardiza- style, no-substance Hurt, but what B-right Morning Srar is all theatrics about the state of the just offend, fall short of their
tion:. While Broadcast News eventually she becomes more ·about: peace a nd good will.
police societies ofthe world. But, purpose. Often the sarcastic
manages to recreate a network than a little attached to him,
The seven member ba nd like too many of their songs, it tunes were very funny and well
news environment, with its which disgusts Brooks, even · came out without· intrn d uction is too sharp, too sarcastic. It cuts _done but served no real purpose.
tensions, its sometimes ques- though he has come to like Hurt and sang a sort of negro hymnal- deep slashes in current society _ Here's my version of "The
tionable ethics, and politics, in spite of himself. Brooks sees
folk tune about Ha.r riet Tub- structures, but tha_t is as far as World's Police:"
people like NBC's Tom Brokaw right through Hurt (he thinks),
man. A pretty girl dressed in it goes. It does not seem to offer
A som/4.taste, walking out, bit
have suggested that Tom Grun- but also envies him because he
all black accompanied the song solutions, just complaints. "We my tong.de,
.
:
ick's good l.9oks and ·o n-camera is all that Brooks is oot - glib, on the hands. She was a sign- Did It Their ~ay,'': was anot~er
Killing ~Qt~PJ!!Y thoug-~ts. i.
coolness alone would not get good-looking (although Brooks
language interpreter. Looking example of this. Bnght ~<?rm~g
The show%
\iJ',as about peace
hi,;n by. Brokaw works as both is not bad looking), and most
arou nd , there were not but two Star makes you feel the mJust1ce1 ,, fv-V,ntiib.utside stood police.
anchor and managing editor at of .all, anchorman material.
·
·'"' ·,,ir,: ...~;.i»;--.;;
- ,, ·
_,,_ NBC - meaning that he has
Hurt's character is a snake,
ultimate control over news but it is not hard to see how
content. Although the film does Hunter falls for him. He is not, as previously believed,
,not directly address the issue, · indeed shallow, but not alto - Lyndon_Larouche), systematit'calls into question the great gether unlikeable - he even ically lowering the standards
power the anchor/ managing helps Brooks out with some of people because of his shaleditor wields.
style pointers . when Brooks lowness. Hunter knows that he
Whether you side with _Brok- finally gets a shot at anchoring is right, but she falls for him
aw or not on the -details~ the film the news -(although Brooks anyway.
_ ; .,_
has been well-researched and, blows it when when he gets a
I could conclude with a tritindeed, well-made by its direc- world class case of nervous icism of James L. Brooks' director, ~ho hi~self once worked: _JPerspirati?n,_ producing enough tion, which, whi~e being at least
as a news wnter at CBS. Its only r'; water to 1rngate ,most of Saf- competent,. fails to really excite
flaw -is a rather comrived and · , . a. rian Africa.) But this doesn't all, bu,t t-his wou,,ld be low and
a_wkward epil6gic ~nding. The prevent the viewer from agf_ '
/JJ3roadc,ast News gives so
f1_nal scene, a reun10n of sorts, ing with Brooks when,,
i '.t:t<t-emost films give so
differs from the res-r of the film half kiddingly call~J- ·
,'fif1:t I <J,m content to leave
both ry.thmicaJly and -visually: devil; after c1,:l!t lt'<fJaT
,, ;R;,is_;;,B'roadcast News is a
Aside from this, the film is a , devil com@s ;_ti5\ittt:~ _. _., , _
. fM'M:'; one of the most purely The Alexander Stri11g 9uanet !1PPeaqhis Sat~rday, February
del_ight and c,e rtainly worth be wi·t:h a pointy Jail,, h~.'.~iU -·be ~ ~:fl·j~yable lhave seen ina while, 13, at ·8 p.m. in The Johnson Theater of PCAC as part of
seemg.
blond,e and good 16o¥ing ( and so Just go see it and have fun.
The UNH Celebritrr,Series. (Hashimoto photo) \.,

Peace Group At MUB
e
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Pato Banton ·
Never Give In
. P.M.R.C./1.R.S . .
By Arthur Lizie
The Pogues
Quick quiz: Name five popThese are the story telling, ular reggae performers., "OK,
If I Should Fall
swear-your-head-off tunes that there's Bob Marley, Peter Tosh
From Grace With God
make a Pogues album so much and, and ... ," Yeah, after that,
Island Records
fun to listen to. For example, the pickin's are pretty slim.
By Patrick J~nsson
a bit from "Bottle Of Smoke," You: re looking at Madonna
· I happen to know that The a classic Pogues runt, mandolins without makeup. Who else
Pogues carry water in their a:-pluckin': "Twenty fucking fiv.e comes to mind? "and ... The
vodka bottles and SoHo soda to one/Me gambling days are Police, UB40, and Special
in their beer cans. Well, I don't done/I bet on a horse called AKA." Nice try, but the last
know one hundred percent, but Bottle of Smoke/ And my horse three don't count, they're just
I do know that truly good things won."
integrated pop, watered down
Thank God for lyric sheets reggae. Face it, reggae just is~'t
do not grow in contaminated
soil. And The Pogues new one on a couple of these. "Sit Down listened to very much here rn
If I Should Fall From Grace By The Fire" rambles trough the good ol' U.S. of A.
With God sprouts some really eighteen lines and four stanzas
There are a variety of reasons
in little under eight seconds. I for this phenomenom, the most
fine things.
The .name Paro may be some- important as how it is be.ing
· How could an intoxicated timed that. Eight seconds. You · obvious being that straight what familiar if you've been said. The toasting here is hot,
head produce "You scum have· to be plenty sober to pull reggae is excruciatingly boring. paying attention to· '80s pop. never burnt, and alwa,ys well
bag/You maggot/You cheap that off. The gruff voiced sing- Sure, Marley and a couple others Paro is friend and frequent . buttered.
.·
·
·
lousy faggot/Happy Christams ing hasn't changed and it's great. had some interesting rhythms, toasting partner of Ranking·
Never Give In is an easy
your arse/ 1 pray God/It's our A couple of ballads, a little out ideas and melodies, but after Roger, former member of both album to listen to. Its flowing,
last?'' I'm sitting here wond- of character of this band, are listening for more then thirty The English Beat and General repetitive, and grooving mood
ering if e.e. cummings ever did easier to pick up. They have minutes, everthing sounds ex- Public, two bands that cleverly · is best typified by the first song,
better. I doubt it. And I heard thinking lyrics but less - how actly the saine; ·the rhythm, the · integrated r~ggae into the pop . · "Paro and Roger Come Again."
should I say it? - Ji_r~ _in _the . words, the everything sounds idiom. Paro was most prom1- On this tune, Paro and Ranking
e.e. was 3:~.s~~ht ~~ ruler.
alike. Especially boring is lis- nefilt o n both "Roger and Paro Roger take an "aha, uhu" stroll
teriing to that bassline, the one Ago Talk" from Special Beat down memory lane at a pleasant
that's in every reggae song. You Service and "Forward As One" gait .to the lush sounds of special
know the one. Rastafarrians from General Public's Hand To guests Steel Pulse. Other highH l S:houfd U·frttm Gra ce
probably started smoking I?a- Mouth.
lights of the disc include "Don't
rijuana to keep from gettrng
"Galom, galom, galom" and Sniff Coke," a half comedic, half
With God
bored while listening to reggae "Aha; uhu" are phraes unique au robigra ph ical n umber,
and baking in the sun. _
to Pato's singing style, toc1sting. "Handsworth Riot," which is
All of this reggae talk, not the Toa'sring is a pleasant cross beefed up by a horn section and
boring part, but the interesting between talking and rapping; · female background vocals, and
rhythms, ideas and melodies, it's rhythmic, but it doesn't have "Absolute Perfectiop," a meleads us to the debut American to rhyme. It's not too tart, not lodic number rem iniscent of
disc from Pato Banton, Never to sweet, and has that cool UB40. The only downer is the
Give In. It's not straight reggae, lemony taste. Like ha,nd-me- drony over electronic tribute
but it is just about as close as downs, if somethings fits, toas- tune "Hello Tosh." Overall, a
most people come today. Since ters use it. At some times words strong and worthy debut from
it isn ' t straight reggae, the are annunciated, at others a heretofore untapped musical
record isn't incredibly boring, · they' re incomprehensible. What source. Not too reggae, not too
It's also innovative and new stomach. And isn't that what but it also isn't stright pop, so is be ing said is not always as pop, pretty good.
for The Pogues to go off wand- Irish music is about?
it isn't incredibly boring. InSomeone just told me Wil- stead, not unlike UB40, it is a
ering other lands on this album.
"Fiesta" is complete with Span- liam Faulkner fired up with a
ish melodies and bullfighting couple of whiskeys before writ- fl~winghybridofthetwofor~s,
4 ~
·
.
with the reggae beat holdrng
lyrics. "Fairy Tale of New York" irig. So screw my theory. All I a distinct edge.
. P VJ
·
, _
· was undoubtedly influenced by know is that The Pogues ·are
their ·tours on this side of the · back frolick ing through what
IN XS
Atlantic. They dictate what they they do best: plucking, fluting,
standout.
saw: "They've got big cars/Big and swearing, and perhaps situation, namely that Styx have Kick
And when Hutchence, who
as bars/They've got rivers of drinki ng . There are only so broken up (a reunion tour is Atlantic Records
is usually content to let the
The
but
melodies
ish
Ir
many
probably in the works, they must By Brendan Gleeson
gold/But the wind. goes right
music carry his voca ls, aserts
through you/It's no place for Pogues have managed to stay need the money) and now their
himself and dominates with his ·
Kick,
album
new
With-their
their
maintaining
while
fresh
the old." "Turkish Song Of T)le
- miserable musical ideology is
as in "Mystify" or. "Never
voice,
the
given
that,
prove
INXS
.
Damned" adds middle eastern original spirits. They haven' t bombarding us via multiple solo
Apart," the songs are
Us
Tear
can
they
airplay),
(radio
chance
with
you
leave
I'll
So,
out.
sold
melodies to a traditionalmelody.
routes: Dennis DeYoung,James
for it . The latter
better
much
the
in
dent
a
of
much
as
make
Bu t there is nothing better some from the heart, sober-as- Young, Patrick Simmons (no,
out because of
stands
also
song
album
The
anybody.
as
charts
night
"Good
prose;
Pogues
hell
Brothtraditional
Doobie
the
doing
in
sorry, he's
than Pogues
which a string
in
way
clever
the
Bi/::
on
3
.
No
at
currently
is
Irish songs, rogues as they are, and God bless you/Now fuck · ers, sort of like Styx), and .
with traditional Irish lyrics. ,.off to bed."
Tommy Shaw. Although none /board, the highest position any · arrangement works off a gritty
of solo careers of these ex- of their albums have attained. guitar line in a surprisingly
.
members has quite equalled the Musically on Kick, all INXS successful way.
..to gQ
tr~es
INXS
wheJ?
But
still
a.re
they
that
is
proves
prodigious output of the mother
way, as 11: Gups
band, each has managed to come INXS. The musical possibilities the power
of a bahd with two guitarists ·, In T_h ~ Sky, they don t quite
· close.
(Kirk Pengilly and Tim Farriss), make ·1r. For the most part, the
Take, for example, Ambition, -- keyboards (Andrew Farriss), song features a top-heavy chord
the latest album from Tommy bass (Garry Beers), dr~ms Gon change th~t _soon gr?ws_I_I10notShaw. This is one horrible slab Farriss ), and vocals (Michael onous. This 1s also, s1grnf1Cant~y,
To.m my Shaw
of vinyl. There is no reason for - Hutchence) are practically end- the one song on t~e record rn
Ambition
trademarks : In the future, all its existence. He has taken all less, but lNXS refuse to -s tep whi_c~ they try thetr ha1!d at a
Atlantic Records ·
generations of family will gather of the worst elements of Styx ·outside the.boundries they have polmcal statement, takrng on
around the home video enter- and incorporated them into his set for themselves. Each song . SDI. Unfortunately, t~e song
~.J;Jy Arthur Lizie_.
. , A t the end of the f entury, tainment unit, and as alternate own sound. To harp on one of is unmistakeable trademark is not capable of holdrng the
writers will gener.ate \pough entertainment to commercials many available points here, the INXS.
attention of the l~stener long
'
lists to dverflow . = ndr\:ds of program~ed intb CDs and production here is atrocious.
Which is not to say that Kick · enough for any pomt to be put
volumes o f The,13 .:"61Q{Li_sts. 'video tapes, grandparent,s will There ·are so many layers of is a bad album. On the contrary, across.
·
There will be lists o~i ""' - -s, · tell tales of the wretch~dness vocals and keyboards and guitars it contains many great songs
Over the course of their
movies of the century';.bes . :o:.. . ·':·. f~~tyx. "A long time ago, in a here that they neglected to that show that when INXS is careers, most bands can not help
age albums of the century; best·· .. ,miserable time ~f bell bottoms include songs. Try taking one ·at the best of their form, it is but change their sound as they
breath deodorants, best Mr. ,T. called the seventies, bands could of these tunes and playing it on almost impossible not to like mature musically. Oftentimes,
movies, best Aryan dictators; -.b~c6me p,~pl'ar"py having long an acoustic guitar, no effects.
them. Even though radio has as in the cases of U2 and R.E.M.,
the possibilities are endless. ·-~hai'r a,n d si'iiging like eunuchs. It probably can't be done. For · all but killed "Need You To- this change b; ings with 'it mainCompetition will be harsh, but- One qf tfie 'inpst: po,pular bands example, the opening tune ."No night," the song still stands out stream success. ]NXS has.s~~yed
rewards will be great. There will was Styx. 'fh~y y.7ere wr,~tchedly Such Thing," a "Renegade" from the typical radio fare. true to their form, and ·:·rheir
be a downside, or an upside if funny. One time, \9ey ·pµt out retread, has· so many effects on When heard. on the album non-move has payed off with
you·take the proper perspective, an album called Mt R_ob~9t(! ~hat:, the vocals that there is a good however, the old "all the songs chart success. The alb,urri .deto the best lists, the worst lists. was one of the fun·nie~t thmgs chance that no one is singing sound the sam.e" argument serves to be popular as JUUCh
The competition here will a_lso ever to ~appen. Then af~er that, the song, d ie effects are just · begins to make a case for itself. . as any album does becai,1-s_e it
·
ior. ·
be intense, except on one hst, they decided that sexual mnu~n-_ humrriing i ~•1Y,..,_
It is when the band tries to shows a -band at the top of their
the worst band of all time. One does were really cool, sqmethmg
accent one instrument in a song, form. The only problem that
band has already taken that title, that their grammar school au)J.mbitimi, riot to<,meptjon the rather then attempt to meld the band runs into is when their
dience might get a kick out c;,f, whole concept of Sty'k, is bad, them all together, that they songs are listened to as a.whole,
hands down.
Styx were such a horrible so t~ey released a record called not the kind Micha€! J aG_f SOh comt: up with a w..inner. Just as for then they lose their charm
band that there incompetence Caught In the Act. Boy, they is singing about, either. ~ 'ot , "Need You Tonight," features and the album begins to sound
will be made a spectacle for the were all the rage.::."
convinc~d? To~II?-Y covers"'_a;, a- snaopy ·guitar riff, "Devil like on€ long INXS s<?ng: H
I guess all of this is jumping song_by Jim Petenk a.~9 Fra~~!e v lnsj dJ-.. , feani,res some truly taken in sm8:ll doses, .Kick 1s. a
ages . . Amateur .harmonies,
cliched guitar solos, and tac~y ah~ad _of the story and not re_ally Sullivan from Survivor,. _C ase -,.~ o~igioal guir~i lwork from Pen- - ~~e~t album; if t~ken ~s ~ whol~,
st age antics were the band s enJoyrng the oresent hornble closed.
,. gilly .that make.s ' the song a __ Its Just another INXS album.

In With God

Toasting Pato

· THEPOGUES
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Sytx Lives,
Man!
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IOR
.IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO HAVE
YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT
- . TAKEN FOR THE
1988 -GRANITE YEARBOOK
SIGN-UPS -·
~EGlN THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1 YOU MAY STOP BY THE GRANITE /
OFFICE ANYTIME
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
PICTURES
WILL BEGIN :FEB~UAR_Y 15 .AND· ·
.WILL RUN THROL)GH FEBRUARY 26

. . . • _A µ17:iq?te_ th_re(j-screen, 45-mirJute multi-image experience • Starring Jim Shuck •

-w~o.
FtB.1Oth ·················
& THURS. FEB.11th
.
·················
~·····
7pm

~

GRANITE STATE ROOM · - · MUB ·

SPONSOR: CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST ' ·
STUDENTS-.. . . FREE

FUNDED BY: -PFO

l~ ~~iNON-STUD_-$ 2. 00
PROOlJCTIOl',jS

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
PLEASE CONTACT
THE GRANITE OFFICE AT 862-1599

· THIS ·IS _YOUR LAST,
OPPORTUNITY TO BE
IN YOUR -YEARBOOK.

,

.

~

'

'

THE YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY
-

'

Republican Candidate for President . ·

.,

SEN~TOR BOB DOLE , .
, speaks on

THE NATURE OF. THE PRESIDENCY
- (

!h?rsday, February 11
. -l

2:30 p.m.

Granfre State Room, MUS
Open to the ·Public

I
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- MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

.· ~

TRAVEL

Round Tnp!I

s,.,t,ng .,

From BOSTON

LONDON.
BRUSSELS
CARACAS

·HONGKONG
SYDNEYF,omLAX

369
378
360
769
858

Taxes not included.
ALSO: Work-Study Abroad,
[anguage <:ourses. Int 'I Student IQ.
outh Hostel Passes.EURA/I. Passes
! ,ssul,!d on the spot 1

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
Afl{Jt.T€r<Y... t.!Kt ff/1/?T~ . .·

. C(J(lt./? YOV &IV&" (}(Jf<

CAN/1/flflrt 50/YI~ &{J/f?UIN&o -

.ff

f/S W WHllr 50f<r Or
!!e'llflV/01( I~ fl'J/..ITICl/t,.
51/!C!ll€ RJ/<. fl Pf/~/.IC

R&vKe -r

r

/

Ptfl6/IIKl5M ... t.lK£ Bl!le!V'5.
!?IIC/11(,. !N$/lT5 ... t.lK€'
JIMMY 1H£ GK/i€K~.
111/X/N& IN K&U&!ON,,. t./K&
!?O/Je!ZrJON, Cf<YIN& ,,,

Call for the FREE CIEE Student
·
Travel Catalog!

Boston 617-266-19>;:f:-

wor

HOW
Cf/UIN&
. New 'YOl?K ''ffYMl&WfAIN 1'
/WP COZY/Nv OP

Cambridge 617-497-1497
Amherst 413-256-1261

1lJ {.(}(J/8

FIIKKIIKHflN ? ·

UK€ PIIT 5CHj?o&/1€R..

"" /

Love
confession
from an
anthemaniac.

., ·--'W-leff MacNe/Jy ·

SHOE
014,COMEOtJ ... .
Pt..ENT'f OOES Ot4

IN F~e,rzUA(21(.

KUDZU
' PRE'AC~ER, ·n..\\5
CHA!<AC-rER \SSUE
~AS 600S-.ED
YOUR POL.LS .

By Doug Marlette vorrns ARE J;ED UP

. wrr~ P0U-i\CIANS

WHO ~P..VE AFF=:A\ RG 1

M15-rRESSE$ AND
L..UR\D DA51"5 c;;o
-rHEY'RE. SHlF-rlNG' ·
-ro WILL B. DUNN!

-a.

As you know, anthe,,
maniacs like myself
just go crazy around
flowers. So what does
-my Valentine send me
on Valentine's Day?
The FTD® Love Note
Bouquet!
.
Well, let me tell you,
when I saw those
beautiful flowers in
that fine porcelain
bowl it drove me wild.
Besides, this glorious
. bouquet also came
with a note pad and
pencil with which I've
written my Valentine
every day.
And smart Valenfines
know it doesn't cost
much to send us
anthemaniac~ into
·this flower frenzy.
Just ask your florist
to have FTD send
one for you.

1~
Calvin"and Hobbes
.1

by Bill Watterson

j

a

11\E G\lt-\ ~\IT()M~r\CAU.~ ~
1B£ BRNl{ Wf>..\J£S '{O\J EM\T,
A~O 1\JRNS 1HE 0B.)£CT \t-[O
'N\\~TE'IER. '{OU 't,lfi.NT.

---

S)

S~'{ · 1•~ 11-\INKl~G ~ ~

BIG SlP..B Cf GR\lltD 1UW\ ~~ ...

'-~\
.

I

®A registered trademark of FTDA

©1988 FTDA
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-Universl
by Robert.Durling

]ulllf)in' fr, ke .

Mc.GR0f F IS AN
\ · fr5~\-t() Lt f

- b::, iVI.ichael F. ·Dowe ·

FREAKER PAT"OL
I

Wf/MS fllt /l'lltffEfl
::CVAtv ? '/OU L.oOI<
Vts1RAV6H1" !!

\

I-le· UAS S-,oL.£>.J A

-.
0

-_

PREC• ovs -ru I N6 FRofY'l
ME!!

- Wo ( Ut fx;.JGM -rJm(
ON ce,s A1'A> PR(EPJPf€D
~ OtARLI E

\JAlEN1ltvf:S

0/.l Af<'f "# OU A
v,cr,m oF 1-1,s
C~t>l1""CARP
CJl£in~ ? !

(3Row~

MY Sf'[CJA<, !.' ·

~

SJ

(

.

HACKS HALL

by John Hirtle
I

~£Hf

RELEVANT

v,s _
-rtoJJf I _ c AN
.L::::~:-;:iit

MAIN STREET
~

iHltiK

IT~ 11"'£.

1 C.LfA~t.O T~t5 PL~C£ .1

r,,' • 'F-'f' ,/·1.r.::-:-,·

·,'"1~ ~;:

-i:, r

· i -l

1·

1 ) 'J 1 1 ~ _; ·f.!J ✓-
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♦

l

.

♦

♦

.

.•

♦

♦

•

♦
♦

♦

.

♦

♦

Goes

:
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

The 1987

♦

-:
♦
♦
♦
♦

GRA NITE

STOW EBQ,U ND ,i .·

\i

IS IN ! !
p Days skii~g

Seniors
rnay pick up a yearbook
· free with I.D

♦

♦

i

$199 i

only

♦

•~
♦
♦

UNH Ski Club

:
♦
♦

♦
♦

:·

· Freshmen, Sophomores _
and Juniors
may purchase a book for $5.

♦
♦

·Come See Us: :

i

♦

♦

MUB Balconies :
:
♦
~if
♦
:
.
Wed/Thur
Every
:
♦
♦
•
. '11-1
· by PFO
:• Funded
.......:

........... ........... ...........

.1
.

~.

'

The Seacoast's
Only
·
Bagel B'akery

MUB 125

.......•...
.............................................
•·
··············
•
•: ,o~ ··········································
, Jo-e:
....

.•
•
.•··
.•

•
DURHAM 'S SPECIAL KIND · :
OF DELI
:
Unique Bagel Sandwiches!
Soups, Salads, Quiche, Homemade Desserts!
Reasonable Prices! ·
Open Seven Days a Week! .
.

~········~·····················~························~···········~······
Bagels f~om THE BAGELRY are not to be compared with any others .
They are an experience unto themselves! Just bite into any of our
12 .variej ies -and enjoy a distinctive flavor and consistency based
on recipes created over 300 years ago, using ·fine natural ingredients.
. ·
bite into a bagel from THEBAGELRY and unwrap history.

So

·········~··········· ···········~~····················· ·········~·········

· Mill Road Plaza
Durham
868-1424
.

l

19 Market Street
Comm·ercial Alley
Portsmouth
431-5853 ·

Durham Hours:
Mon-Thurs 6:30-7:30
Fri 6:30-7:oo
Sat-Sun 7:00-6:00

'

•

•

)

'

SUMME R
TUTOR /COUNS ELOR
POSITIO NS

•

.•

-•
·:
:

•

·
·
.
·UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM •
-

;~

••·
:
••

6/10-8/1 1/88

:

••••
•

. . If you a:e interested in COunseling) :
• teaching, social work or experientia / ·•
: education this challenging position c0uld :

••
:

e

••:

.•
•

• be for you.

Cal/862-156 2 or stop by
ROBINSON HOUSE ·
on ROSEMAR Y LANE.

•
:

:•
.••
.··························.·••.•······~··········~·········.•
:

• Closing df/t~ . [or applications: .3/ 15/88 •· .
.

,

.

••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••
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European Cafe. Smith Hall International
r.<> r:ter Enj oy a world of good company!
, : ,; ay Feb. 12, 3-5 pm. Smith main lounge.

-

Apartment for rent -- $500 PE!r m0.nt h:
In c ludes heat. Main Street, 'D v ha m. Cc.:.,
-(
207-439-3801.

Let the Thompson Sc hoo: at UNH batne
and groom yo ur pet wi,li c are. Pl ease call
862_1_144 fGr a_p_p_o_in_t_m_e_nt~. _ _ _ __

:CJ yo u fly more than -once a year? .Book
6 rca~ with us: we 'll guarantee you
the lowest airfare .. .anywhere in the world ,
for the rest of•the yeart Many other tra vel
benetitst Call Julie at Ultimate Travel (60:2 1
6t:i2 -797,0.
V t-' ' .,·~

Portsmouth- Profes s ional roommate
wanted- male or female 25-plus to share
newly renovated 2 bedroom apardtment
in Portsmouth. $325 plus half utilities. Call
.
431-2089.
DO YOU NEED A PLACJ: TO LIVE THIS
SEMESTER'??? Well , I've got ju-st the
· answer. It's i'n Area I, witli access to a fu ll ·
, kitchen, 1-ibrary, i::v ro Qm , and ~ec room .
This is a ro.o m for 2· people, but we are
willing to mak e it a single·. Call Bruce at
868-61 08 for more info and tour.

Your P.laneta'ry Path- It's yours and yours
alon'e. Astr'o logy Readings . Mary Jan f;
Moulton _436-4084.
s ; ared and think you're pregnant? We care.
Call us for free confidential testing and
counsel 7 49-4441. Appointments and walkins welcome . Seacoast Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 90 Washington St. , Dover. Hours
.10-4 Monday-Friday; 7 - 9 pm Thursda y
evenings.
Tax Preparation - by enrolled agent, individual or business , fast and reasonabl e,
ca[I now 749-6327.
Do You ' Need -_ A Place To Live Th is
Semester?? Well, I've got just the answer.
It' s in Area I, with access to a fu ll kitchen,
library, TV-room , and Rec. roor.n·. This is
a room tor_2 people, b:..1t we are willing 10
make it a single. Cal l Bruce at 868-61 08
for more into. & tour-.

· •. Red 1970 VW bug; new: clutch, carburetor,
tires, muffler. Great shape. Mike -- day: 862' Sick of School? Tired of Durham ? It's not
',, 13 87, night: 868 -2316- $3oo.
1980 Chevy Malibu wagon , well cared fo r · too late to get away! Cancun, Mexico!! The
Bahamas!! Trips start at $279! Spots are
· and reliable. Aut,?, P.S.: P. B., ~ radia}s' and
radial snows , $1 2QO:·, So. Berwick 1 207:,384:. ~. rlic:appearing fast s6 ca il now! Roberta mytime.
..
' - 2584.
. , Saab 99 1977 G_L 5-door, ha tchback ,-Qew
cyli nder head, battery, sunroof. Everyd-'. ing
•works . $995 . Eveni ngs Berwick (2 07) 698-

.. 4'-' "

L.o h : Build t0r an earthqu ai<e , eas y t o
assemble, bolts no nails ano iooks great.
· Best offer. Call Yvette at 868-966?__ · _· ·~
: Stereo Stuff: Carver C-1 Preamplifier-mint
$295 .0 0 OBO, Carver Soni c Hologram"" m1flt-$i js;:@O.OBQ ,-,Yamaha.Mr40 120,W-att
Power Amp-$300 .00 OBO . 868-264 8
~Q~ts. 868:.5584 days ask for Peter. c. ., •

;tr

"' :c mat specia l someone 's c.00r o6c. ;/ _aied by the THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS
.~. VALENTINE'S DAY. Available in dinning
..
~.alls,Wed.-Fri. .
WE'RE HERE!! EIE, BETTER KNOWN AS
Sl ~ MA__ ~IT_TLE $ISTE,~ S.~l~VITE
YOU TO OUR SPRING RUSH '88. PLACE:
KAPPA SIGMA MANSION . WHEN : FEB 15
& 17 AT 8 UNTIL 10.

.. K-'.'-gp~

For .Sa1e 1986 Ford Esc ort, black bea uty.
onl y 16,000- r.niles, gre at looks and pe rtormqnce. Only sellip g because I now have
a " c;mpan y car . No reasonabl e of-fer
refused. Call 431-1120

HAVE THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE'S DOOR .
DECORATED BY THE THETA CHI LITTLE
SISTERS FOR VALENTINE'S DAY. AVAILAt3Li: iN DtNN 1;\i G HALLS WED . ~ FRI.

For Sale: 1979 Honda Civic 1 200. 76, 000
mil es, 40 miles / gal. New t ires. exna ust,
bra kes. Some rust $750.00 Cail 4S7-3999.

A. _ ,~n A GAMMA RHO LITTLE SISTER
CASINO RU SH!I Don 't miss it! Tonight from
8 to 101

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

I haie Fepruary_The snow. The cold . The
smooc hing oozing couples on Valentine 's
Day (Black Sunday). Yuk, yu k, yuk.

.

TEL EM AR K SKIING - Learn Telemark
sk iing with the Outing Club. No experience
or equiptment necessary- we'll supply the
geart Feb 12-14. Stop by the NHOC offic e
in Rm 129 of the MUB asap.

DRO O - l 'M STRESSING TOO! We' ll go
t h rough this ordeal together!
YFR1'1C':'l $q: FT hq: ¢%¢&&*jGGFD *&¢ #! love
Caro lye

Earn $480$ plus weekly Industrial proJect,
Incentives, Bonus offer. Work at home.
Rush stamped self addressed enve lope
to United Service of America, ?4307 Magic
Ti reci oi livmg In the dorms? oi the noise? Mtn . Parkway, Sµite 3 06, Valencia, Ca .
91 355
of the di oing_hall food? lf.-you're thinking
- rc-hard P~rk,
_ e-nt_e_r _a~t~O
of moving out to an lapartment come to th€ · T-h-·e_ M_e_e_fi.,..a_n_g_C

Ski Gunstock on Tuesdays and Thursd ays
(two tor one) . In 50 minutes you can be .
in the lift line, n'ot like those other places
that are wa,y over an hour away and charge
·
you an arm and a leg to ski.

Apartmen t Hunting workshop s to get all
the information you.need:
Febr_uar,y l 6, Hubbard - Main Lounge
,
7-8:30 p.m .
February 17, Jessie Do e - Main
Lounge 7 ~8:30 p.m.
Feb ru'ary 18, Devine - Maine Lounge

~ 'H SKiers- For ten dollars$$ you can
spend the day at Gunstock (on Tuesdays
and Thursdays) . Look for the coupon in
this edition of The New_ Hampshire.

Skfers- Skiing at Gunstock is now cheaper
than ever. O.n Tuesdays and Thursdays
UNH skiers can ski 2 tor 1, that'-s 10 do_llars.
Think about the ways you've .spent $l0
1n the past, skiing wil l top them all! Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hango ver, but they all have one thing in
common - they don't wor~. What does work
is preventive medicine - if you don't drink
too much, you won't get a hangover.
Hey, where ar-e YOU going to live next year?
It you 're totally clueless come to the
Apartment Hunting workshops:
February 16, HL!bbard-Main Lounge
7-8:30 p.m.
· February 17 , Jessie Doe-Main
Lounge 7 -8:30 p.m.
February 18, Devine-Main Lounge
7-8:30 p.m.

For a great summer job_in June, why not
be part of the Freshman Orientation staff?
Applications now available in Dean of
Students office. Deadline: Friday, Feb. 5.

Portsmouth, needs he lp serving buffet
luncheons and coffee breaks on weekdays.
It you have tree time during the day to v,,,ork
·
on an on -call basis, c all 433-5300

/
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO EIE,
ALIAS .KAPPA SiGMA LI-TTLE SISTERS,
OP EN RUSH FEB. 15 & 17 FROM 8-1 o·PM
AT KAPPA SIGMA MANSION.

Wanted : full time ski i,n st ru c tor .
Bal sams/Wi lderness ski resort. Di xvill e
Notch NH 03576. Room and board in - . Legs Legs Leg~ Come to the Cycling Club
Meeting. Tuesday at y p.m. in the Durham
· eluded . Contact Tom Nangu (603) 255Room at the MUB.
3951 or Michael Pearson 868-3072
Are you interested in meeting new people
and getting involved with UNH? Then we
want you for June transfer orientation staff!!
Time is running outt! Apple today at th e
commuter transfer center Rm 136 MUB .
Deadline Feb 9th.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO EIE, ·
Let the Thompson School at UNH bathe
ALIAS KE LITTLE SISTERS, OPEN RUSH
and groom your pet with care. Please ca ll
FEB. 15 _& 17 FROM 8 - 10 p.m . .AT KE
' - ·. 862-1144 for appofntment. .
MANSION.
20- 25 hours per week . Have computer
Do you know anything about area ,rental
expe rienc e. Own computer system at
costs, leases, or how to get your utilities
hom e. Can perform word processing,
turned on? Come to the Apartment Hunting
spread sheets or other office work. Intermore:
and
this
about
workshops to iearn
ested in assisting w_ith en vironmental
February 16, Hubbard - Main Lounge
studies: marine or geologica Lresearch .
..
7-8:30 p.m.
Undergraduate student at Ui\JH . Ca ll 431 Feb r uary _17, Jessie Doe - Main
7004.
Lounge 7 -8:30 p.m.
February 18, Devine - Main Lounge
'
7-8:30 p.m.
Drivin'g drun k is a serious problem . More
than 22,500 traffic deaths.eac h year invdit'e'.' ·a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every day.
More people have been killed in alcoho,related ac cidents than have died in all ourr
fo reign wars.
To the Pictiona-ry Champion-You're the
best! Hope you hee l soon so we can Hula
Hoop together! Love ya cuti e
You'd be surprised how hard it is to find
a decent black shirt.
· Be one of t he w ild bunc ht WIL DLIFE
SOC IETY M EETIN G - Mon day, Feb. 15,
at 5 30 p. m. in Pette Hall Rm . 104.
Kath y, Happy Val entines Day! I miss you
Love Scott

Jay Leno Live in per~on -- Feb 17th. MEET
_HIMI Details in Friday 's NH . Tickets still
avai lable.
Sick of school? Tired of Durham? It's not
too late to get away! CANCUN, MEXICO!!
THE BAHAMAS!! Trips start at $279! Sl:)ots
are disappearing fast so call now! Rob~ rta
-- 868-3214 anytime.
Scared and think you're pregnant? We care.
Call u·s for free confidential testing and
counseling 7 49-444 1. Appointments and
walk-ins welcome . Seacoast Crisis Pregnancy Center, 90 Washington St, Dover.
Hours 10-4 Monday-Friday, 7-9 pm. Thursoay eve ning s.
· Legs Legs Legs Come to the Cyclihg Club
Meeting. Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Durham
Room at the MlJB. ·

S1udent with own transportation interested
; . free ro om and board in ex change fo r
Pe rfor mance. ski tuning tor those icy
15-20 ·hrs a week ·at c hild t a/-e~-foei WOJ.Jld · uconditio~s! Sh.a rpenin'g\:vaxing' an'd _tuning
li ve ·on Ma in e Coast with a young coupl e
tor less than Putnam's or Ski Shed ;s.- Call
and their 2 and one half year old daug~te r · Kevin at 868-34.59 . ·
app ro ximately 25 minutes fr,om c am.pus .
YOUR _PLAN ETARY PATH --'-- IT'S
Contact: Steve or Laura 207 -439,-2057
YOURS AN D YO. URS ALONE. ASTR9L~OGY READINGS'. MARY JANE MOULTON .
HELPE~ FOR DISASL~D PsRSON $6 PER - 436 _4 084.
- ----~------HOUR . NO EXPERIENCE NECES SARY_
FLEXIBLE HOURS. GREAT BOSS ,c-ALl,. l,cgs Legs Leg s come to the Cycling Club
M,s :,ting . Tuesday at 7 p.m. in- the Durham
DAN AT 692-4764. EVENINGS.
'
Room at th_e MU-B.

don't forget that someone special on valentine's day. ·send them their own personal in_
· Tlie N~ .Hampshire.

Rubes®

Get psyc hed fo r, ·visiting sibs t Feb 26 -28 .
Fi rst annu al vis iting sibs weeke nd . Check
_it out people of the world. ·Ta lk to you r hall
government

By Leigh Rubin

j

God bless Pat Robert.son and everythi ng
he sta nd.s for. All non -bel ievers who vote
w ith someo ne else wi ll suffer the wrath
of jumping Jeh;s~ph~t
The gentlemen .of Ap t N 10 wo ul d li ke Jo
thank th e lady who vom ited on their sofa
and te levision c ii cker this weekend. T V
won't be the sarrfe since your powerboat.
·Thank you
RU Nt RUN t THER E IS A BIG MOOS E
CHASING AFTER MEt· SAVE YO URSE LF!
GET QlJT _OF THE WAYt LOQK t THERE'S
A LARGE PIG ! TH EY 'RE TEAMING UP I
AAAAGG HHHIIII· .
Dear Er in a·nd S ue, t he game was great
but the compa ny was evenbetter. Let's do
it agai n soo n. Hope the slow pizza did n't
dampen the eveni ng as much as the spil ted .
cooler did mine, Th at was your fau lt Erint ttt !t

~=''""'":,,:,,,,,,c,,,

2111;

"Again? Why is it that the revolution always gets
this far and then _everyone just chickens out?"

- - -- ---~~- - -- - r~~-

t

To t he hot look in g and ever so tale nted
brunette at the VP, _thanks for be ing ·.so
pat ien t w ith your so,fT,let imes over ly pre -

occupied roomm'ate~J I You're Awesome1111

'i'\.
., ·

·

,, ;:

, -, ,,.

needed study brE?aks!! Hooker. P.S. Twenty
more days and c ounting't ·., · · ·' ·· ·

-~~••••••0•~@~$•~•~~0 0••~•0~ec•~ •a •••*~ •8 •a~••• s • ~~ ~••~•~
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Learn more
about
yourself
and
others

Info: Feb 8-·

Murkland
110
8:00 pm

Joi~ Us

Trip Sign

For

Adventur·e s

.~ *

Feb 11 at
)f12:40 till 2:00

This Semester:

Belknap. rm ..

rr;

MUB

·~

.,.J

Q)

Feb 26-28 In Search of Life iri the Winter
- A w inter h ik ing trip

0
o6
rr;

March 4-6 Tellee-ho
,-Winter Mountaineering

Q)
.,.J

~

0

·/ Vi

'~~

~J

'""'
:l

~
, _j

March 11-20 Fqlks -n- Spokes
A Spring Break Bike T~ip ·

.,.J

c:,
Q)

>

,<,'\,

""O

.<

April 22-24 "Hoofin It"- Spring-Hiking,' Trip.,{I_ '\_J'-_ ',

>-.

~

April 15-1 7 -"Making Tracks" .

0
Q)

""O

""O

Q)

-.,,;.,.

rr;
Q)

<::\

··--,...
'""'

~

>-.

\--(\

-Telemark Skiing

I

Q)

'

..........~

( ~{

· 'ilr
talk a
trip to Pakis

V' )

<

.
u · Mountain Biking at ~ ear Brook
C
April 29-M ay 1 "Rock Maniea;, - Rock Climb:l
0
ing/Biking and Adventure on the ocean in Acadia,
C
C
Maine
~

Q)

C ..0
~
0
~ - ~

SUNBOUND

SNO-SEARCH .

BAHAM.AS
I

'

SPRING

BREAK

MAR. 13-20

YOUR TRIP -INCLUDES:
THIS YEAR FOR SPRING BREAK IT'S BETTER IN THE
BAHAMAS AT TH-E NASSAU HAR.BOUR CLUB

YOUR TRIP FEATURES:

BAHAMAS PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:
Roundtrip jet flight from major cities .
Roundtrip airport transfers to Hotel
7 nights hotel accomodations
Welcome rum swizzle
_
One hour rum swizzle party
Three hour cruise with unlimited rum punch (Nassau/Paradise Island)
Pool party with free lunch and music (Freeport)
Three beach parties (one with free lunch)
Exclusive free admission to the Palace Waterloo
All hotel taxes, energy surcharge and maid gratuities
College week programs by the Bahamas Tourist Office
On .location Professional Tour Escort!
1

Walking distance tQ Paradise Island, home of the best beaches ,
excellent nightlife and fabulous Resorts International Casino.
Across the street from Club Waterloo. This is Nassau's hottest
nightspot and home of many special Spring Break events. A beautiful
indoor-outdoor club open until 4:00 AM. Club Waterloo is also a
tennis club where you will have discounts on court time.
Great Party Atmosphere~ The entire hotel is ours . 180 college
students will have the run of the entire Nassau Harbour Club.

Space is limited at the Nassau Harbour Club, so get you r deposit
in NOW $75 is required to rese rve a spot. Fin al Payment must
be made at least 45 days prior to your trip.

Ac-f now, this trip will selt out!
CONTACT

603-868-3047
22 Madbury Rd
Durham, NH 03824
TIM SILK

Ri)n-•._ \I Tt<::A>n. :_,O, g
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FRESHMAN
ORIENTA TION '88
** MEET PEOPLE AND HA VE-FUN WHILE INTRODUCING NEW
STUDENTS.TO UNH ...
ANDCOMMUNICATION SKILLS
LEADERSHiI>"
** DEVELOP . YOUR
.
.~~WHILE YOU HELP THEM FORM THEIR FIRST IMP,RESSIONS.,...
'

'

;/

**BEA MEMBER OF A GREAT.STAFF AND WORK AS PART
OF A TEAM...

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
•

:

f

·*
*
*

•

1

-

MAY 31-JUNE 28

/,

•

ra.,~ci . Pw .

•~

•

-

SALARIED POSITION
Applications a'n d job descriptions
available at the Dean of
Students Office
Second Floor H uddleston
i

Only Social/ Professional Fraternity on campus

Little sister program

Only permanent bar and tap
system on campus

1C.

*
*

Active particip~tion in vq,rsity sports teams, student
senate and honors program

Extensive test files and house .
library

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO
FEBRUARY 11.

In-House meal plan

We encourage students of diverse kackgrounds to apply
I

.

I

GO FOR IT~ . IT COULD-BE YOURS!
Closed Rushes Feh.4- Feb. 11-- Call 868-9859 for more info.

TELEPHONE TAPE L,INE

Anger
Fighting Constructively.:.5
Expressing Negative
Thoughts a,nd Feelings .. .6 '
Dealing with
Constructive Criticism .. .?
Dealing with Anger ... 8
Understanding Jealousy and
How to Deal with it...9
• Depression
What is Depression ...431
How to Deal with
Depression ...432
How to Deal with
Loneliness ... 32
Depression as a lifestyle .. .433
• Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible
Ways to G.ope with it...30
How to Handle Fears ... 33
Coping with Stress ... 38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conflict and Meditation ... 312
Understanding Grief...85
Death. and Dying .. .84

. - Self-Improvement
· Time Management. .. 15
· Self Assertiveness .. .402
Building Self Esteemed
Condfidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself...1 O
Becoming Independent from.
Parents ...4 78
The Value and Use of ·
Self-Talk ... 36 -What is Counseling and How
to Use it ... 61
Learning to Accept Yourself...44
• Sexuality
Male Sex Roles ...40
Male Homosexuality ... 21
Dealing with impotence ... 23
·
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality ... 24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Homosexuality ...20
. Female Orgasm Problems ...22
Friendship
~riendship Building ... 1
Helping a Friend ... 90
Recognizing Suicidal
Feeling in Others .. .492

• Dating
· Dating✓Sk'ills .. .18
Infatuation or Love ...70
Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ... 71
Types of lntimacy ... 3
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship ... 83
. Physical lntimacy ...4
• Health-Related Issues "' - ~
Early sign of an Alcohol - .
Problem ... 160 ' ~ ' l·
Responsible Decisions about
· Drinking ... 161
I've been Raped, What
. Do I Do? ... 315
Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent...479
. Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215
Herpes-symptoms and
Diagnosis._.. 209 ·
AIDS-Reducing the Risks ... 225
AIDS-Symptoms and
Diagnosis ... 218
Acquaintance Rape .. :319

:Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 t0 12:00p,m. and select the tape you wish to hear. The tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape
is over, a Cool-Aid member will Qo01'ePbac.k~o·n1the line . Tape line is a service provided by Cool-Aid in conjunction with Counseling and Testing: Cool-Aid is a
· student funded organization. Our Hotline number is 862-2293.

,
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. 1 Visit .... only $3
Member Price Reg. $4

1 Visit .... only $4_
Non-member Price_ Reg. $6.50

*Discou·nts also available for 10 session
· punch cards.

A~
·~-~'~
,. .
-· ·
'•
6- :.f
.r~ ••~ \
.
FPANKLIN FITNES'S'
CENTER

. 13 Jenk ins Ct
Durham, NH 03824
868-1105
;:❖-•:::;;\
,..

. ---------

&..: :,.

...
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BECOME A
STUDENT
TR-USTEE
represent UNH, Plymouth .& Keene State on
·The University System's Board of Trustees
.

I

(

.

A vote for students

* Develop .Lead~~ship skills
,..

Applications now available in the ,S tudent Senate Office,
Room 130 MUB, More info.call 862-1494
Application Deadline Monday February 22, 1988
I
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-BU HOCKEY-- .

·(continued from page 28)

game, because it brought us back This is a must game, because ·
in it," Hanley said. "But later ·one of those five remaining
· BU buried us with a goaL"
· games in Hockey East is against
UNH simply could not get number one ranked Maine.
any momentum going, and the
"We need to be-disciplined,"
three sucessive penalties at the Grassie said. "We. know they
seven, twelve, and eighteen are going to call the hooks and
minute marks of the period did holds behind the play so we have
not help to gener<}te anything to stay away from them. Provpositive_.,
. .idence will take penalties, they
Mike Keifer was al?le to are chippy.H
.expand the margin back-to three
"We need to get the win,"
when he slipped one by net- Hanley said. ''We have to start
minder Pat Stzurm (37 saves) .. gaining ground. We can not .go
The goal was assisted b-y Sul- for the tie. We need the win."
livan and Mike Lappin.
.,.
· UNH simply. could not conNOTES: UNH is now the best
....
~~
trol the puck in their own end. penalty killing team in Hockey
.
.
~fany sloppy passes .gave the East with a .802 success rate.
Terriers extra opponunites that Bur. they did give -µ_p two goals
they should not have had . .
in seven tries against BU ...The
..,/
_,
· "We had more trouble getting Wilcats are still last on the
the puck out pf our own_end," power play with a .144 percenusually because ·we made bad tage... Chris Winnes is fifth in
the league in scoring w,ith 12
clearing passes," Grassie said.
The 'Cats squandered any goals and 15 a~sists. His fou~
hopes of a· third period come- . shorthanded goals are only one
back when they again found· shy of Stew Emerson's record ,
themselves in the penalty box. two year.s ago ... Maine has
Tl}e hockey ,t eam is going to have to play better this, week than they did Friday against BU ' Keifer ( third leading scorer in clinched a bye through the
Hockey East) was able to take . quarte-r-final round of · the
._o r UMO last week~n~ to gain a play-off _b irth. ·(file photo)
·
·
.
advantage by scoring his 22 goal playoffs March 8 & 9 ... Mi,k e ·
at the 6:06 mark of the period, Rossetti · collected his 100th
to give BU a 5-1 advantage.
career point in the 9-2 loss to
The 'Cats next game is Wed- Maine ... Deferisemen Dave Ma:.
nesday night in Providence clnryre was named to last week's
By Richard D'Avoli~
against the struggling Friars. Hockey East Honor Roll.
' .
Perhaps there is stlch a·thing caught off guard~
Freshmen Karen Akre. who has
Jr. Cheryl Allwood scored two be~n red hot in the latter half
. as an b'ad omen, and if so· the
UNH ,women's hockey team is goals to lead UNH in the ~9f the season showed no signs
· suffering from what you could scoring department in the losing pf cooling off as she had two
call the Concordia lnvitMion::i I effort.
rssists against. Ottawa, one goal
Tournament omen. _Since 1979
Although t·he team lost to against New Brunswick and two . 8y Mark Babcock and Marie
mented on the }oss~ "I was happy
the women's team has not been Ottawa the game will not stand goals •~gainst Cornell.
Reilly
with the ,individual times. No
able to leave Canada with the on their ECAC record as it was . Cap;tain Liz Tut-a who has
Saturday afternoon the wornChampionship and 1988's cam- a non-league game, it will count been playing very steady be- en's swim t~am brought their · une did pooriy ... Being 'in the
paign v.@S no-different.
· · tween the_ pipes had a very regular season to,an end on a mid.die of taper is always an
, on their overall record.
· De~pite ·the great playing the
. With the team losing this first strong showing in the tourrie- sour note losing to UMass . unpredictable time, every inteam has been· showing in the game, they were immedi~tely ,ment. Cha-lupnik said, "She UNH, paced by quality dividual is different. I wouldn't
'.
season ( 10-1-1) prior to the , taken out of a cl:!ampionship played really great in the tour-:- swimmers al_l year long, just have been surprised if some
. .. tournam~m, they unfortunately· p-ossibility, but their overair nemenr and has been doing very '• · could not keep up with the top- . swimmers had done poorly."
CT.Maine, BC and Nor't heast· lost the opener against Ottawa , record-was of importance now,. well all season;"
notch and more noticeably, the ern will be battling over the first
and the girls definitely knew
Friday ni2ht.
The team's overall record now quanity of the opposit_ion.
three places .in the division, ·
"It was kind of a disappoint-. this as they easily defeated their stands at 12-2-1 behind on-Iy
The 'Cats did manage to grab
ment," ·coach Riss McCurdy. last two opponents. They blew Northeastern in the ECAC's. a c~uple of firsts . . Meghan while UNH is hoping for · a·
· said after the events of the out University of New B_runs- No matter what the outcome :. . McCarthy won the lO0m ,back- strong fourth. UMass and Holy
weekend were over. "They were wick on Saturday by the score of that is, the gi'rls w1ll be ready stroke in 105.51 while Jen Cross are also ,c ontenders for
the saine spot.
a good team but we could have of 8-1 ~nd~on Sunday beat . to pl~y in die ECAC's. 1
Branon took the 50m free with
Skelley had thoughts on .playCornell 6-0.
been more ready." ·
·
- · Coach McCurdy said, "We are a personal best of 25..27. Other
In the first game against New going to have a lot to say on how top finishers in freestyle events off hopes. "'team placing is
The first game was a very ·
obviously important, but since
close battle which the Cats fell Brunswick, Sophmore Heidi · the playoffs go."
·
·
-were Be.t h Bocheneck (2nd, the first three places ·are are all
·short of by only a goal 4-3.. Chalupnik set the pace foJ?c·-the · _The team travels to Colby - 50m), McCarthy (3rd,50m),
Ottawa was obviously pumped Wildcats by lighting the /lamp Wednesday night and then it'.s Branon (2nd, 100) and with a out of our reach, the main goal
will be to do we-11 individually
up ro be playing UNH, as coach twice in the match.
·
down _to Huntington Avenue personal _b est of 11. 17, Karen · in the New Englands.'
1
-.
McCurdy commented on. "EveIri their _last game of the on Tuesday to face the very Davis (2nd, 1000).
Thirteen
swimmers
and
one
rybody loves to beat UNH and. tournement UNH handled Cor- powerful'Huskies of NortheastIn the 100m breaststroke
because of that we always have nell 6-1, as Andria Hunter em University. This one has all UNH dominated with co- diver qualified for the New
to be on guard." This time scored ·scored a hat trick which ; the makings .of a Championship captains Sharon Jackson and _ Englands. One senior, three
juniors, six sophomores ~nd
however UNH may have been . now giv:es her two on: the season. game.
Sarah Cunning taking first and four freshmen will take off to
second respectively.Jackson also Holy Cross for .post-season
swam away with the 200m action the weekend of the 19th.
breast.
·
Stay tuned for Wildcat playoff
Caoch
Brenda
Skelley com- action.
"It is important for the team
of
their
·
g
ame.
The
'Cats
domBy Ward D Fraser
to play this well together be·- ,
The UNH women's basket- inated the game at both ends cause we are getting psyched
of
the
court
something
they
ball team got back to their
up for our next two games and
winning ways on Saturday af- have been troubled with this the playoffs.
season.
ternoon against Central ConFreshman Jen Casey added 10
"We were very affective ·
necticut. The lopsided victory
points off the bench and shot
·
against
their
defense.
Our
shot
(71-5 3) by the 'Cats was jus_t
the· lights out (5 of 6) from the
what the team needed to close selection was very good ... We field. Back-up center Reida
were
a:ble
to
take
high
P~!cerithe wound still open after the
tage shots throughout the McCarrol and Debbie Doris. also
Maine loss, 64-63.
were pra1sed for their strong
game,"
Sanborn added.
In Bean pot a~tion last night ·at the Bo~ton Garden
The dominant play of the
contributions.
In
the
·
second
half
UNH
Northeastern
dumped cross town rival BU by the score of
Lady 'Cats allowed coach Kathy
Sanborn put the game into
6-3. The "Boston Bragging Rights," are maint_ained _by_
Sanborn the 'luxury of playing applied a full court press defense . perspective by citing one key
Northeastern for tpe second straigqt year. In consolat10n action
everyone. This will be essential which forced Central Conn. into aspect, "I would have liked to
Boston College 'di'sposed the boys from Harvard with a 4-2
with the playoffs around the a series of costly errors which have seen us rebound a little
victory.
.
•·
.
corner. Sanborn said on the win, led to the loss.
better." This might be a key in
The Boston Bruins moved into first pJace in the .Adams
"It was a great team effort."
The offense was paced by their remaining games~starting
Division with 71 total points. The Montreal Canadians assumed
UNH played a stingy ~an~ Chelmsford, MA, senior Mi- Wednesaay night at Lundholm
their customary second place status in the Adams with 70
to-man defense in the first half chelle Altobello with 14 points. Gym (7:00) versus the Univerpoints. The NHL takes a break this week for the 39th _aUwhich took Central Conn. out Altobello said about the team, -sity of ~mont.
'-'
·
star game to be played in St. Louis.
.
.
1h World W res ding Federation (WWF) action Hulk Ho_gan
Hager turning in her best per·- and feel most confident with
lost his long time championship belt to foe ~nd~e. the Giant
.
.
- - .•
formance while recovering from this team:"
in a controversial match up. The Hulkster 1s. filmg for an
(contmued from page 28)
an injury with an 8.95.
"We are very talented and
immediate
r~match. Vince McMahon was not available for
· as a ·team but make up for it in
Freshman Dana Brodin and work well together and if we
comment.
.
the others," said Goodspeed.
Aqbut vaulted their way ~to clean up our act, we'll be very
Micheal Jordan proved himself K;ing o{ the :A.II-Stars t~is
The vaulting and bars may bookend 8.8scores, good enol)lgh 1 'tough to beat;" reiterated coweekend following up his slam-du.nk contest with a 40 point
be a weak spot in the team for third in the event.
captain Michelle Sawyer.
all-star game-performan ce on his own cour~ in Chicago.
scoring but they nonetheless
This team ha~, ninth year
The team takes on U.Mass ~t
turned in respectful individual UNH Coach Goodspeed en- Amherst arid Rhpde Island and
performances with Paredes thralled about the season to Yale on the 20th at Lundholm
notching a 9.25 with Tammy ... come·,"I can walk ·into any meet Gyl? at 7:00 pm.

.

.,,.

-~6'

.

!Ca,ts·rul'tinto Conc ordia jinx.

Swim mers stum ble

A

• •

·

J

Wom en · beat · Cent ral Conn "

ABOUND THE GLOBE

-GYMN ASTS- ·
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Sports
Wild cat · hoop, team ga~ns reven ge· on Colg ate
•

By Stephen Skobeleff.
When the month of March
arrives this year, people are
going to look back on the month
of February as a time of rare
occurrences. The Winter Olympies will have begun. There will
have been one of those. infr&_
quenr 29ths. And the UNH
men's hoop team will have won
.
a game.
The last of these happenings
took plac_e this past Sunday
afternoon. The Wildcats got
even with the Colgate Red
Raiders, 65-64. Earlier in the
week the New York bunch stole
a game from Coach Friel' s men
with a buzzer beating 3-pointer.
What this means in ptayoff
language for the 'Cats is that
THEY ST IL 1- HAVE A
CHANCE. The Wildcats enteted the contest with the worst
r~cord in their ECAC North
Atlantic Conference. With the
Sunday surprise they tied Vermoot with two conference conquests.
The game was doubly crucial
in that their Colgate foe_was
kept in check with only three
North Atlantic victories. The
Canisius Golden Griffins boast
an identical record to that of the
Red · Raiders. What this all
· comes down to is four -North
Atlantic cellar dwellars and two
playoff spots up for grabs
among them.
For Coach Gerry Friel the
inost rewardi~ aspect of the

win was "to win one that close." Colgate passes in this stretch.
Bur, as has been the case in
Friel stressed that his team: has
"not been playing bad basket- most every game this season,
ball," bur because they're always the Wildcats scared their small
· coming up on the short end, "it's home crowd with another major
letdown. The good guys wete
very easy to pack it in."
For a time in the second half in a position they knew litt,le
it looked as if the Wildcats were about. They were blowing out
not only going to pack, but also their opponent. Their inexpe-·
gift wrap, and hand deliver a rience· showed and Colgate was
allowed to get back into the
victory for the Red Raiders.
The Wildcats fell behind early game.
The Red Raiders grabbed the
10-2 and couldn't manage their
first hit from the floor until the lead, 64-62, with 1:40 showing
14:08 mark in the first half. It on the dock. But this time the
looked as if the UNH boys Wildcats weren't about to let
would rather have been home the lead slip away. UNH
w_atching th~ Michael Jordan · brushed off Colgate and their
show _dm;-ing the NBA All-Star comeback ·efforts. Keith CarGame, instead of avenging their ._ penter knocked in a five foot
mid-week disaster at the hands baseline jumper with 53 seconds
left and _the Wildcats regained
·
of Colg.ate.
'Ltickily for the hometown the advantage for good.
Colgate was not allowed to .
men, the Colgate ·tearri wasn't
good enough to capitalize more hit a buzzer beater this t.ime
on the 'Cats' nap. Dave Marshall around as the game ended with _
was the first to awaken -and two stellar defensive ~ets from
before much longer his mates the home team to preserve the
followed the trend. This led to one-point victory.
"The bottom line is it's -a
a slight UNH gain before the
half, as they trailed 36-32 going
pleasure to win a game," st ated
into the locker room.
The opening minutes-~f the Friel, "Nobody's given us ansecond half belonged to the Yth ing but th e best effort that
th
Durham representatives . The th ey can come up wi ·"
Friel and company are -going 'Cats, led by Tim Lewis, outscored Colgate 18-5 in the first to need a better than best effort , Men's hoop team dishes out the loss this time (File Photo)
seven minutes of the latter half. agai'nst their ne:Xtopponent, the 1
••
•
"Tim Lewis gave· us a great second place and ·hungry for a
'
UniverBoston
title
conference
Lewis
Friel.
explained
spurt,"
. - earned himself some future sity Terriers. BU comes into
playing minutes by scoring six town tonight with the battle
.
.
and picking off a couple of tapping off at 7:30.

NH Wild ca( gymn asts exce ll
By Adam Fuller
A good ho-me team surrounded by tough competition
The UNH women's gymnas\ticts team topped West Virginia brought two thosusand people
through the doors along with
and North Carolina before
succumbing to Michigan State Channel 21, who will televise
as they hosted their annual the meet February 20 at 11:30
Invitational this Saturday in A.M. for those of us who missed
Lundholm Gymnasium where it despite heavy advertising by
· nationally ranked competition · WHEB, Holiday Inn at Ports- . m~uth and the NH Dairv Aswas in abundance.

SPORT SHORTS
The UNH men's wrestling team took second place at the
Northern New _England Championship s at Plymouth State
last weekend. The team needs just one victory to tie last seasons
·
school record of 14 wins.
Senior Chris Mq.rtha (Shoreham, NY) led the 'Cats cause
winning aU three matches in the heavyweight class and moved
his season record to 19-3. Freshman Pat Napoli (Ridge, NJ)
scored a second place finish in the 142 weight group, while
junior Nate Baldasaro (Bedford, NH) also took second in the
.
,·
177 weight class.
Other highlights for the Wildcats include a third place finish
by sophmore-Tom Joy (Wakefield, RI) in the 190, and fourth
place finishes by senior Steve Russell (Elmira, NY) at 142
and senior Paul Dinkelmyer (Commack, NY) in the 158 class.
Look this Friday in the The New Hampshire for a special
feature on the Wresling team. - The Ea.s tern lntercoUegiates
will be the next test for the UNH men's track team at Southern
Conn. State University th-is Saturday with the best teams in
·
the region.
The 'Cats finished third in a meet at Dartmouth last Saturday.
Sophmore Randy Hall won the 3000 meters with a time of
8:37.01. Freshman Billy Ponders (Wells, ME) took the triple
jump competition with a leap of 45' 4 '1/2". Ryan Landvoy
(Longvie~, MA) took the mile run, with a clocking of 4:22.55:
George O'Conor (McClain, VA) took the 400 meters at 53.5.
The' UNH men's swim team hosted a powerful Massachusettes
Saturday at Swazey Pool, and suffered a 146-66 defeat to the
Minutemen. Freshman Jerry Bailey (Greenland, NH) continued
to shine for the Wildcats in his rookie season. He was the
only VNH event winner, as his time of 4:53.71 was tops in
the 500 freestyle.

·be· calling the hooks a.nd holds
By John Kelley
behind the play c;L, , do npt
In a game that they desper- matter," Chris Grassie said. "But
ately needed to win, or at least they are not calling some major
sociation.
Stepping into the spotlight tie, the UNH men's hockey penalties." . _·
c1nd leading UNH were Fr.esh- team came ouc sluggish and
The Wildcats were simply f~at
man sensation Laura p·aredes remained that way throughout for this contest, and BU capi(36.55), s.enior co-captain Mi'- the contest wh'ich resulted in talized by taking a quick 1.:0 lead
chelle Sawyer (35.05) and so- a 5-1 loss to Boston University and expanding it i:o 3-0 at the
phomor~ Diane Aubut (34.85) at Walter" Brown Arena on first intermission.
while competing in the all Friday night.
"Our frame of mind was not
Due to a dramatic comeback on hockey," the right winger
around, beams, bars, floor,' and
by BostonJ:ollege against Lo- Hanley said. "Some people wer_e
vault. _
The Wildcats scored 176.35 well, the 'Cats are now five not ready to go out on the ice."
as a team and beat ·w. Virginia points behind the sixth place
BU right winger Tom Ryan
173.45 and N. Carolina 172.85 Eagles with only five league scored his fourth of the season
.
while Michigan state led all games remaining.
just two and one half minutes ..,
Unless the Wildcats win at imo the contest. UNH had an
three with 182.3.
"It was not our best perfor- least three, possibly four, of oppor.tunity to tie the game later
mance with major falls on the those remaining games they will ' in the period with two one-man
beam and bars," stated Cbach have the dubious distinction of advantage situations.
Gail Goodspeed, who would like being the ·cellar dwellers of
But it was th'e Terriers, esthe team to cut down on the Hockey East for the third pecially Mike Sullivan, who
mistakes in an otherwise good straight year, an<;l the second capitalized with an unassisted
straight year of watching the shorthanded goal at the 14:23
,
performance.
.
The women turned in an playoffs on NESN.
mark. He added his fifteenth
To have any chance at all of of the year four minutes· later.
impressive performance on the
floor with Paredes scoring a 9.05 making the playoffs, UNH The third goal was assisted from
and Aubut registering an 8.8. needs to learn how to stay out Peter Headon and Phil Von
·"We are classy performers on . of the penalty box. 'Against the Stefenelli.
the floor and tonight they were Terriers they had ten minor
The Wildcats took advantage
tight scoring judges" comment- penalties, plus two ten minute of a 5-3 situation to start out
ed Goodspeed on the hard misconducts which came out of the second period when Adrien
earned scores that ·placed UNH frustration at 19:50 of the third Plavsic added his fourth goal .
period as a result of playing such · of the year unassisted. It was
second in the event.
The vault and bars have been a poor game.
the 'Cats sixteenth power-play
"We are taking a lot of foolish goal of the season.
the Wilcats' weakness this sea.
·
son and had the Cat's handcuffed penalties," senior Tim Hanley
Plavsic had control of the
again but strong performances said. "One of our objectives is puck in the center of the ice just
in the floor and beam were to stay out of the box and we beyond the blue line. He blasted
· enough to put them over the· are only hurting ourselves. We a shot through the screen of
_top. Paredes scored a 9.6 on the can not play-teams four on four Hanley and by goaltender Peter
beam, good enough to earn ,a instead of five on five." .
Fish ( thirty saves) who was
In this game, and all around helpless on the play.
share of first, and junior Pa~ty
"
Converse scored a 9.25. "We are - Mockey East the officials are . °' "This was a ·key point in the
the ' worst at bars and vaulting r starting to call more penalties
than have been called in the
· ---·
BU HOCKEY, page 27
..
past. .
GYMNASTS, page 27
·
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